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Abstract
Thie thesis praients an experi mental inveatigation of Ihe dynamics of stränge

and charmed particle production in tp collisiona. The first observation, in ep colli-

sions, of the incluaive production of the D', , the D , the D , and the A* is presented.
Theae aignals are used to measure the asymmetry in the production rat« of D and
D ; (hia asymmetry ia found to be conaiatent with the prediction from Monte Carlo

Simulation uaing LUND string fragmentation. These aignala are further uaed to

measure the />* to D° production ratio and also the ratio for D * to D" production.
The Signals were observed in a data sample collected with the ZEUS detector in

1994. The correaponding HERA luminoaity ia 2.875 ± 0.043 pb'1.

The Dl ia reconstructed via the decay channel D, -»^n1, and the cross sec-

tion for ep -» D* X is meaaured to be 11.5 ±4.0 (stat) ±3.4 (syat) nb. The kinemat-
ic ränge covered is for pT(D,) >3.0 GeV, a hadronic centre-of-mass energy
100<W<300GeV,andapseudorapidity-1.5<n.<0,> < 1.0. The D* is reconatructed

via the decay channel a D° -»Ä"n* and D -*K'n~, and the D /D asymmetry ia
meaaured to be -0.3±10 %. The cross aection for the procesa ep-*D Xia measured
to be 31.9 ±5.0 (atat)±5.4 (ayst) nb. In thia case the kinematic ränge covered ia
pr(D°) >3.0 GeV, 100<V/<300 GeV, and -1.5<n.(De) < 1-0. By comparing the
croaa-aection ratio o (ep -» D* X) /<J (ep -»D X) to the ratio calculated from a Mon-
te Carlo model, the strangeness auppreasion factor Y, is measured to be
0.48±0.18 (stat) ±0.12 (ayst). Thia value ia conaistent with the strangeness aup-
preasion measured in t' e~ experimenta. The croaa-sectiona for D and D * produc-
tion for <J2<4GeV* are uaed to calculate a vector-to-paeudoscalar ratio Pv of
0.86 ± 0.20 (stat) ±0.11 (ayst). This measurement agreea with the prediction from

the ratio of posaible spin states.

Kurzfassung
Diese Doktorarbeit zeigt eine experimentelle Untersuchung der Dynamik der

stränge und charm Teilchen-Produktion in tp Kollisionen. Die erste Beobachtung,
in ep Kollisionen, der inkluaiven Produktion vom D*, dem D1, dem D°, und dem
A* wird gezeigt. Diese Signale werden benutzt um die Asymmetrie in der

Produktionsrate von D und u zu messen; diese Aaymmetrie stimmt mit der

Vorhersage von der Monte Carl o Simulation der LUND String- Fragmentation- An-
wendung über ein. Weiter werden diese Signale für die Mesaung des D* zum D"
Produktionsverhältnis und ebenfalls für die Messung des Verhältnissen für /)"*-
zur D - Produktion benutzt. Die Signale sind in einer Datennahme mit dem ZEUS

Detektor im Jahre 1994 gesammelt worden. Die übereinstimmende HERA Lumi-
noaität ist 2.875 ± 0.043 pb'1.

Daa D* ist im Zerfallskanal D* -»*«* rekonstruiert und der Wirkungs-
quer8chnittfurep-»öj X ist zu 11.5 ±4.0 (stat) ±3.4 (ayst) nb bestimmt worden.
Das kinematische Bereich iatpr(Z>,) >3.0 GeV, eine hadroniache Schwerpunkta-
energie 100<HP<300 GeV und eine Pseudorapidität -1.5 < n, (D.) < 1.0. Das /)° ist in
den Zerfallskanälen D -»ATV und D -*K'n~ rekonstruiert, und die D°/Ö°
Asymmetrie iat zu -0.3±10% bestimmt worden. Die Wirkungsquerschnitte für
ep-*D°X ist zu 31.9 ±5.0 (stat) ±5.4 (syat) nb bestimmt. In diesem Fall ist das

kinematische Bereich pT(D°) >3.0 GeV, 100<Hf<300 GeV, und -1.5<n(D°) < 1.0.

Durch Vergleich dea Wirkungsquerschnitt-Verhaltniaaes a(ep-*D*X)
/o (ep -» D°X) zum Verhältnis, von einem Monte Carlo Modell kalkuliert, wurde
die Strangeneaa-Unterdrückungafaktor y, zu 0.48 ±0.18 (stat) ±0.12 (syst) be-

stimmt. Dieser Wert stimmt mit der Strangeness-Unterdrückung die in e'e
Eiperimenlen gemessen worden ist, überein. Der Wirkungsquerschnitt für D0 und
D Produktion für Q <4GeV werden benutzt um eine Vektor-und Pseudoska-
lar- Häufigkeit Pv von 0.86 ±0.20 (stat) ±0.11 (syat) zu kalkulieren. Diese Mes-
sung stimmt mit der Vorhersage von der Häufigkeit des möglichen Spin-Zustande«
überein-
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Chapter l

Introduction

Tktn are thertfore Agents in Nature ablt to make the Particles ofBodies stick
together by very strong Attractions. And it is tht Business oftxperimtntal Philosophy
tofind them out." (Isaac Newton, Opticks, 1704)

Nearly three hundred years have passed since Newton'a challenge, and we
have the Standard Model, an exceltent, if incomplete, theory of what theae particles
are and what cauaes them to stick together. Down to the smallest diatance acales we
can reach experimentally, about 10"18 m, the Tartides ofBodies' are pointlikeob-
jecte with half-integral spin (•%• -^-,...) (fermions), while the 'Agenta of Nature' are
similar objects but with integral spin (0,Ä. 2Ä,... f1 (boaons). The 'Attractions' are

four forces, listed in Talile 1-1. The strong interaction is the most powerful of the
forces, and ia responsible for bind mg protona and neutrons together. The ränge of

the strong interaction is confined to distancea of about 10"15 m. The electromagnetic
interaction is responsible for binding atorra and moleculea, and is the most familiär
force on the human scale. The weak nuclear interaction governa radioactive decay
and initiales the nuclear fuaion process in the sun. Gravity is responsible for the at-
traction of planetary objects and for large scale structures. The Standard Model in-
cludes the firet three forces and ignores gravity, due to its negligible strength at the
energy scales currently reachable.

The fundamental matter particles may be grouped into three generations or

familiea, based on t hei r electric charges and susceptibility to the strong force, äs
shown in Figure 1-1. Particie« which experience the streng force are referred to aa
hadron» l fron hadros, Greek for strong or stout), thoae which do not experience that
force äs leptons. Leptons are believed to be fundamental particles, white hadrons are

l.HeneerorthuniU are used such tnat f= c = 1.

Force

Strang

Electromagnetic

Weak

Gravitational

Boson
Name

Gluon

Photon

W-boaon
Z-boson

Graviton

Symbol

K

T

W1

Z°

G

Charge

0

0

±1
0

0

Spin

1

1

1
1

2

Mass
<GeVl

0

0

-80
-91

0

Couplmg

- 1 large r
< 1 small r

1/137

10'5

1038

Table 1-1 Funda?nental forces.

bound states ofquarks, which are fermions having fractional charge. The known
bound states are comprised either of three quarks qqq (baryons) or a quark and

antiquark pair qq (mesons). Free quarks are not observed in nature, a property re-
ferred to äs conftnement,

The analysis in thia thesia exptorea aome of the properties of quark confme-
ment, by studying hadron production in high energy electron-proton (ept collisionB.
The resulta of thia atudy teat models for hadron structure, äs evident from the dy-

narnics of the initial electron-proton colliaions, and test models for particie produc-
tion in the final state. To sift through the background from light quarks (up, down,
stränge), the massive charm quarks are used äs probea.

Chapter l of thia theaia gtves an introduction to Quantum Chromodynamics

(QCD), the theory of the atrong interaction. QCD-inspired models for hadron pro-
duction are then presented, along with methods to probe them in ep colliaions via
charm production. Chapter 2 deacribes the particie accelerator and detector uaed in
thia analysis, while Chapter 3 details the trigger and data acquisition system. Gen-
eral event characteriatics and the tools for their reconstruction are given in Chapter
4. In Chapter 5, the observationa are presented of the D, charm-strange meaon, the
D meaon, the D meaon, and the A* charmed-baryon. In Chapter 6, the charm
hadron signals are uaed to extract hadronization model Parameters.
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Figure 1-1 Fundamental particles.

1.1 Forces and Gauge Theories

The action of each force is represented by the transmiasion of a virtual gauge
boson, ehown in Figure 1-2. The word virtual refera to the fact that these particles
are offmass shtll, meaning that the four-momentum-squared of the partide ia not
equal to ita rest-mass squared (p * m*). This is possible for a ahort Urne interval ac-
cording to the Heiaenberg Uncerlainty Principle.

The carrierof the electromagnetic in teraction is the massleas, spin-I photon
T. Because it is maaaleaa, the electromagnetic force is infinite in ränge. The weak in-
teraction, however, is governed by the exchange of the massive boson B W* and Z,
and has a limited ränge of about 10"18 m. The mediators of the atrong interaction
are the gluonag. The stronginteraction ia also in principle infinite in ränge; howev-
er it ja constrained to the 1-ftn acale by the confinement principle, deacribed in Sec-
tion 1.2.2. The apin-2 graviton is predicted to be the carrier of the gtavitational
force, but has yet to be observed.

Each force is formulated in termsof a gauge theory. The gauge principle is a
recognition that the Lagrangian of a theory remains invariant u n der a symmetry
Operation. Consider the Üirac Lagrangian:

which deseribes a free apin-1/2 parücle, with spinor wavefunction
^jTjT,) and mass m. The terma / are the gamma matricea |1|, and the

1. A Lagrangian refera to an equation giving th* rules governing Ihe particles and their in-
leractions In a given field Iheory. Allerna t* ly, it determine« Ihe Feynman diagram« ofthe

Figure 1-3 Feynman diagrams for the Standard Model interactions.

derivative operator in four spacetime dimenaions is 3Bsd/ (3x„J. Thia Lagrangian

ia unchanged by a change in phase, by an amount 6, of the wavefunction:

(1-2)

which is referred to äs a global gauge transformation, since the same transformation
ia applied to all spacetime points x*. However, if one makes thia transformation a
function of*":

the invariance ia lost, aa the Lagrangian becomes:

(1-4)



To restore the symmelry it becomes necessary to add a term to the

Lagrangian of the form CPyi'M,,, which transforms äs:

AII-*AH*3IIB (1-5)

whereavectorfieldA(x) haabeeti introduced.Classically, this field corresponds to

a force, and quantum-mechanically to a photon. Thus, local gauge invariance of the
Dirac Lagrangian requires the existenceof the photon, the carrier of the electromag-
netic force. The phaae factor S (x) is said to be the generator of the aymmetry group
U(l), which ia the group of unitary transformations in one dimenskm. The U(l)

gauge theory of electromagnetic interactions ia referred to äs Quantum Electrody-
namics (QED),

1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
Strong interactions are described by the local gauge transformations in which

the gauge group is SUO). The SUO) symmetry is a result of three Jntemal quark
degreea of freedom which do not eztst amongst the leptons. These degrees of freedom

are referred to äs colour charge, and are arbitrarily given the names red (R), green
(G), and blue (B). All observed hadrons conaist of colour ringlet combinations of
(RGB}, (RGB), and (RR,GG.BB). SU<3) transformationa are repreaented by
the group of unitary 3x3 matrices\ |2]. Local SUO) gauge invariance requires the
introduction of eight massless bosons, the gluons, which carry pairs of colour tabela
(i.e. RG.BR,...) The Lagrangian density for QCD is |3|:

A schematic for each of the three terms in the Lagrangian is given in Figure 1-3. The
first term repreaenta the propagation of a quark T with mass m. The second term
describes the interaction of a quark field with the eight gluon field potentiala G1,,
with coupling strength g, which istheprobability that a quark or gluon emits a glu-
on. The third term in the Lagrangian repreaents the gluon-gluon interactions:

(1-7)

where fi]k are structure constanta A significant difference between QCD and QED

is that the gluons, unlike the photon, themsetves carry colour charge, and hence can
couple to each other äs well äs to quarks. This ia reflected in the third term in Equa-

tiontl-7).

Figure 1-3 Feynman diagrams corrtsponding to the QCD Lagrangian dfiisity.

1.2.1 Renormalization

A difficulty in applying quantum field theories auch aa QCD is that they pre-
dict the values of some amplitudes to be infinite [3]. For example, the coupling con-

atant of QCD is defined to be:

(1-8)

The Peynman diagram for the quark'gluon coupling is shown in Figure 1-3, and in-

volves the gluon propagator term:

(1-9)

where q is the gluon four-vector. However, higher order corrections must be added

to this coupling, in terms of order g, g2, and so on. These corrections muat be inte-
grated over all momenta, reaulttng in a logarithmie divergence of the coupling

strength. The prescription is to redeflne the effective coupling in terms of the scale
at which it Je measured:

(MO)



where M is an arbitrary normalization point (the value of q at which a, = «(), and

the constant

(1-11)

where Nt is the number of colours (3) and Nf is the number of quark flavours (6).

Equation (1-10) may be expreased äs:

a, «7 ) =

Z 2where Q -~q and:

(1-12)

AJ = ü'„p (1-13)

Theterm Aiaintroducedasacutoffin Qa,sincea(-»«aa Q -* A'.Thisisreferred

lo äs the 'Landau pole'. When one probes ahort distances, however, such that

Q* * A1, the coupling constant tends to zero, a property referred to aa osymptotic

freedom. Thia property allows for the application of perturbation theory to QCD at
high Qa. Much of the evidence for the validity of QCD is obtained by measurements

at such acales.

1.2.2 Bound Statea in QCD

The problem remaina of how to perform calculations in QCD at large diatanc-

es, the order the size of hadrons, where the coupling constant becomes large and per-

turbation theory breaka down. To underatand the form of the potential binding a qq

pair, an analogy is made with the Coulomb potential of QED. The short-distance bc-

haviour of QED is dominated by single-photon exchange, and the aame is true for
QCD, with a gluon replacing the photon. In thia approximation, since both the gluon
and the photon are maaslessspin-l particles, QCD and QED are equivalent, ifone

replacea the coupling constant a of QEDby a , and includea additionalco/our/bc-

fors resulting from the eitra gluon degrees of freedom [2|. From the Coulomb poten-

tial:

V (R) = - (1-14)

R <nn)

Figur« 1-4 The QCD Potential Thia potential is modelled aa a sum ofa
Coulomb-like ttrm for distances (R) smalltr than l fm and a term linear in K for
largtr distances.

the QCD potential for small Separation« is:

V°CD(ß)l»-.o = ~ä '» ' (1-15)

where 4/3 ia the colour factor. At large distances, however, the expression for the

coupling conatant is no longer valid. Yet one requirea a term describing a confining

force; the simples t is a linear potential:

'tfi»Ä^. = ** (1-16)

where K is a constant (except at very small distances, in which both a, and K will

vary). If we combine the two potential s we have the form showti in Figure 1-4.

Thus, unlike QED, the QCD potential at large distancea increases without

limit, and the force binding a qq pair is constant andindependentofdistance.
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QED Superconductivity
(Perfect Di unignel)

QCD Vacuum
(Perfect Colour Dielectric)

Figur« 1-6 Quark confintrntnt in QCD in analogy with superconductivity in QED.
figurt rtprodueed from [4l

1.2.3 A Model for Confinemenb The QCD Vacuum

While we have a description of the confi ning potential, we do not have a model
for its origin. One explanation for confinement is that the phyncal vacuum of QCD,
the lowest energy state, is opaque to colour (5). tt behavea aa a medium which resist«
the penetration of the colour field, juat äs a superconductor blocks the penetration
of a magnetic field. The energy required to drive a quark through thia vacuum ia
about l GeV/fm. However, thia ia sufRcient energy to create more particles and an-
tiparticles, such äs light pions. So the quark cannot escape.

The analogy betwecn QCD and QED superconductivity ia developed in
Figure 1-5. A perfect QED auperconductor haa zero magnetic permittivity u and ex-
pela an applied magnetic field n to the ou leide vacuum, which has permittivity
VVAC = 1. In the caae of QCD, however, the Situation is reveraed. The chromoelec-
tric field E, originating from a quark-antiquark pair ia excluded from the vacuum,
with ausceptibility KVAC = 0. The field E m confined to a region with susceptibility

QED Superconductivity

fi

*,„«<. = o
l1 »CM.» " l

superconductor inaide

QGD Vacuum äs Perfect Colour
Dieleclric

E

K ™..m = °

ff,B,,j, = 1

superconductor outstde

Table 1-2 QED superconduftivity compared to the QCD vacuum.

K = l, having a volume the size of a hadron. The compariaon is summarized in
Table 1-2.

Perhaps one way to lest the QCD auperconductor analogy ig to try to "heat

up* the vacuum (see SecÜon 1.5.4).

1.3 From Partons to Hadrons or How do you
make a proton?

The formation of colour singlet hadrona from coloured partons, quarks and
gluons, \Bcal\eu fragmentationoThadronization1. In Figure 1-6, a schematich giv-

en for hadronization in tp collisiona. The tranaformation from partona to hadrons
can be divided into four Bteps [6):

The first step ia a hard process, meaning that it occurs at a scale Q3 • A2. In

thia caae the proceas ia 7; -»qq, in which a photon, emitted from the incoming elec-
tron, interacta with a gluon from the proton, to produce a qq pair. Thia interaction
U perturbatively calculable, and may also include corrections for initial atat« QED
radiation. In a typical high energy colliaion, the atruck parton is knocked off

maas-ahell (i.e. q*,„.n * fnpar1„).

The second step is a process in which the partona return to mass ahell
through QCD radiation. Thia process is tnodelled in terms of parton showers, which

arebranchinsaQfiheformq-*qg,g-*gg,and g-*qq.Theseareafpod approxi-
mation to the true process, in the limit that the partona are oollinear, and are calcu-

I. Somr Htton definebidnjriiJIkm u Üie cttnbinujon of Eupnenution and Ihr lutarqornl detty öl m-
ttable puttclc).



Partons Hadrons

Figure 1-6 A schematic representation ofthe four stages of fragmentation in tp
collisions.

lable in perturbative QCD. The perturbative calculations are made to
leading-logarithm order (Iforftn^/ogapproxi/naftonor LLA)in termsofanevolution

Parameter:

( = ln(Q3/\) (1-17)

The evolution proceeda towards smaller virtualities until a cutoff scale is reached,
typically l GeV, at which point perturbation theory breaks down.

The third step is a non-perturbative hadronization phase, in which coloured
partons are collected intocolourless hadrons. At this stage we resort tophenomeno-
logical modela, typically based on string or cluster fragmentation (see below).

The final step is a proceas of spcondary decays, since many of the produced
hadrons are unstable. This step is also non-perturbative, but can be calculated by
using experimental measurementnofbranchingratios, e.g. BRtD, -»*n* ).

M zE

(l-r)E -> zt{l-z)E

(l-z,Kl-z)E -> ...

Figur« 1-7 Hadronization in the Jndependtnt Jet Model. The fragmenting quark q
initiate» a cascadt.

There are three Import an t modela used to describe fragmentation: indepen-
dent jet fragmentation, the cluater model, and Ihestnng model.

1.3.1 Independent Jet Fragmentation

The independent jet (IJ) model wasintroduced by Field and Peynman in 1978

to explain quarkjet production in e'e~ collisions, in which high-energy hadrons are
produced in thedirection of the primary quarks from the processpV -*qq. Later
it was extended to the gluon jets from thereaction e'e —*qqg, and also tobaryon
production.

In the IJ framework, each parton is assumed to fragment independently of
theothers. Asdepictedin Figure 1-7, thiadevelopsaa q -tq' + mtson cascade.The
fragmenting quark q combinea with an antiquark q from a qq pair created from the
vacuum to form a meson M with energy fraction:

£*
K. (1-18)

The remaining quark haa energy fraction (l-z). 1t is fragmenled in the same way,
until the remaining energy falls below a cutoff. To describe meson production in this
model, one needs (7]:

(i) The probability distribution in z. This is described by a fragmpntation

functionO(r) («ee Section 1.5.2).



liilThe wicUh of the Iransverse momenlum dislributkm of the hadrons. This

arbes from the relative transverse mnmcnta of the created qq pairs, and is
taken to be a Gaussian distributkm with o - 30UMeV.

(iü) The relative probabilities for producing diflerent quark flavours

(u:rf:s:c:6)when choosingthe subsequent quarka. This isset tobe (1.0 :1.0
:Y,:0:0), where y, is a free parameter (see Section 1.4).

(iv) The ratio of vector V to pseudoscalar P meson production. Thia is based

on spin counting, and taken to be V/(V + P) = 3/4.

Baryon production is addcd by allowing for the production ofdiquarks, which
areintermediatecolouredatatesof twoquarks (qq) ortwoanti-quarka (qq). Bary-

on production follows the proceas q —* (qq) + baryon. In addition, gluon Jets are

treated äs a qq pair |7|(8].

The independent jet model is quite successfu) in describing broad features of
two-jet and three-jet final states in e'e annihilation. One weakneaa is that the

fragmentation of a parton is made dependant on its energy, äs opposed to its virtu-
ality. Sinoe the parton is assumed to remain on mass shell, energy and momentum
conservation are not obeyed, and one must correct these by rescaling momenta after
hadronization. Purthermore, since each jet ia treated independently, there are two

unused quarks at the end of this process, and so colour and flavour conservation are

forced at the end.

1.3.2 The Cluster Model

The duster model is based on theideaof thepreconfintment ot colour [8). In

this framework, fragmentation ia treated aa closely äs possible äs a quark-gluon
shower, in analogy with an electromagnetic shower. Thia shower ia terminated
when parton virtualiü'es decreaae to a cutoffof order l GeV. At this point, colourleas
düstere are formed, a 'preconfinement' of colour. The decay of the clusters is gov-

erned entirely by phase space.

An example of charm production and fragmentation in the duster model ia
given in Figure 1-8- Following the initial hard interaction yp ->cc, the produoed
partons first branch and then form local dusters, ahown in the achematic äs dotted

l ine«. Typically each cluster ia made to decay into a pair of hadrons. Remarkably,
this model can account for fragmentation function$,/>7-distributions, and quark fla-
vour production. The cascade model is implemented in the Monte Carlo generator

HERWIG [8] [91.

Figure 1-8A schematic ofthe QCD cluster model äs impleme nted in HERWIG. The
branching» repnsent quark-gluon »hauten, while the T>u66fea" reprtstnt
prtconfinemtnt of colour {10}.

1.3.3 The String Model

The s t ring model is inspired by the superconductor analogy to conftnement,
deacribed in Section 1.2.3. In a QED auperconductor, magnetic flux lines are con-
fined to certain regions of a auperconductor; this is referred to äs the Meissner effect,
In analogy to this, the chromoelectric field between a separating qq pair ia chan-

neled into a flui tube, ahown in Figure 1-9. The stored energy ofthe flux tube is pro-
portional to the quarks'Separation distance, äs in Equatkm (1-16). Fragmentation
proceeds via auccesaive a t ring breaking. The separating quarks lose energy to the
colour field between them, and the string may break apart, forming a new qq' pair.

Thia resulU in two new colour aingleta. If the invariant mass of either string is suf-
ficient, the process continues, until only on-shell hadrons remain. The string frag-
mentation model ia implemented in the LUND (11) program.

To generate quark-antiquark pairs along the string, the LUND model makes
the analogy with quantum mechanical tunneling through a barrier. Physically, the

barrier ia the difference between the negative energy level of the qq pair before it ia



Figur» 1-9 Chromoelectric field lines and atring breoking. The string between the
separating quarks brtaks, rtsulting in a new qq pair.

created and the positive energy level of the 174 pair after it is created. The pair forms
at the same point in spacetime, ao äs to obey local flavour conaervation, and then the
quarks tunnel out of the vacuum, The probability for this is proportional to:

«P| =«P (1-19)

where m„ is the maas of the created quarks, having tranaverae momentum pj-, and
mi = m.-fp ris the tranaverae maaaofthe pair. In thiaequation KJsthestringten-
sion. Because the pf and mass are factorized in thia equation, this model predicta
that the transverse momentum spectrum for qq pairs is flavour independent. 1t also
accommodates the auppreaaion ofheavy quark production through the quark mass-
es (see Section 1.4).

There are several ways to estimate the valueof the string tension K [121. One
is to relate itto the aizeof a hadron, typically -l fm(- SGeV"1) measured fromelec-
tron-nucleon scattering. A typical hadron maaa ia of order l GeV, so the linear ener-
gy density is:

= l GeV/fm-- GeV'
5

(1-20)

Thia ia equivalent to a stored energy of about 16 tons/m.

Flgure 1-lQAschftnatic rtpresentaüonofameson in the string modtl. Thecuritd
arrows represent the angular rotation oftht system [12],

The atring model is further supported by the observation that hadrons lie on
Regge trajectorie». Hadrons are found to obey a aimple Spin (J) masa (M) relalion:

J = cu-f o'JW3 (1-21)

with slope a' = IGeV* , and intercept afl, which variea for different groups of had-
rons. One can relate the Regge slope to the string tenaion, äs followa: one pictures a
meaon, shown in Figure 1-10, äs consisting of two maselesa quarks connectcd by a
atring with energy density K and length 2r0. The angular momentum of the meson
will be equal to the angular momentum of the string. If we assume that the ends of
the tube rotate at close to the apeed of light (v = c), then the velocity at a radial dis-
tance r from the centre is:.

v _ r
c rn

(1-22)

The relativiBtic mass of the syatem is then:

E = MC = (1-23)



n

and ita orbital angular momentum is given by:

ro

(1-24)

Comparing Equations ( 1-23) and (1-24) we find (hat:

*,J =
(»o*)

where:

2 X K '

d-25)

d-26)

The experimental value of o' = 0.93 GeV gives K = 0.2 GeVa, in agreement with
the rough estimate in Equation (1-20).

To include the poaaibility of gluon jets, the atring modet represents them äs a
kink in thestring. The string model yieldsagood description of the angular distri-
bution of hadrons in 3-jet eventa in t'e collisions.

The vector-to-pseudoscalar ratio in the string model is 0.75 for meaona con-
taining a c quark or heavier quark, 0.60 for mesona with an s quark and auor d
quark, and 0.50 for mesona compriaed of only u and d quarka. The suppression of
light vector meaona is explained by tunnelling: the quark spin-spin interaction
spreads the wave function of the lighter vector mesona, and reduces the overlap of
the qq pair.

1.4 Hadronization and Strangeness Suppression
In al) of theae hadronization model«, the relative abundance, compared to up

and down quarka, with which stränge quarka are produced ia referred to äs the
strangtnt ss suppression factor.

(1-27)

Here s refere to the number of stränge quarka produced and u the number of up

quarks produced. If T, = t there isnoatrangeness suppression, whileiff = 0 there

Comparison

K°:x*

K*:**

*:K"

K'. p

l f n f . l f : f

Average

1s

0.35 ±0.02 ±0.02

0.27 ±0.03 ±0.05

0.37±0.15±0.08

0.32 ± 0.09 ± 0.05

0.34 ± 0.02

0.33 ±0.02

Experiment

TASSO [14)

JADE [15]

TPC [16]

TPC[16)

HRSI17]

Table 1-3 Measurtments of strangentss suppression in e*f' collisions.

is a complete suppression of strangeness. Sometimes Btrangeness suppression is de-
fined in terms of both up and down quarka, äs [13|:

X. = (1-28)

where (nti), (n^) and (n,;) are the mean yields of u, d, and s quarka and anti-

quarks in an experiment.

The different quark maaaea input to Equation (l-19) account for the diflerent
flavour production ratioa. If one uaes the current-quark' massea (mu - 5 MeV, n\ -
9MeV,m,- 170 MeV) oneobtaina u :d :s- 1.0: 1.0:0.63. However.ifone asaumea

constituent-quarfP masse« <mu - 340 MeV, mj ~ 360 MeV, ms - 540 MeV) the ratios
become:

u : d : s - 1.0 : 0.8: 0.06. (1-29)

Charm production from fragmentation ia negligible in this model, OUO"11). Since
there ia aome uncertamty in the assignment of quark maases for hadronization,
these model s leave the auppression ofss production äs a free parameter to be deter-
mined by experiment. The default LUNÖ parametera are:

u : d : s = 1.0:1.0:Y ,1-30)

1. The m »MC i obaerved when a hidron i» probed by the electroweak interaclion.
2. Baaed on hadron mnuea, mtmliil - mctrrtia + A. For example, the proton. m ade upof
uutf qu»rka ha« mf ° 2m, + mrf [3|.
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Figure 1-11 Measurfmtnts of atrangeness supprfMion from various particle
inttrarlions. The horizontal axis gives the effectiut centre-of-mass energy for roch
fxperiment [251

where Y, = °.3. Table 1-3 lista experimental measurements from t'« collisiona
which have been used to tune the value of Y - For example, a measurement of the
production ratio K**: JT* is a function of the ratio ds:dü.

Recenl measurements of K and p production in eV collisiona [18| find
better agreement between data and Monte Carlo using Y = 0.23. A lower value for
Y( has also been reported by several deep inelantic scatteringfsee Section 4.1) exper-
iments |20l|21]|22][231, which favour Y, = 0.2. These measurements include a
ZEUS study 122] of K° meson and A (w</s)baryon production. In the ZEUS mea-
surement, the production rates, transverae momentum, and angular distributions
of « 's and A'awere determined. Acomparison was then made to two Monte Carlo
predictions, the first using yj = 0.3 and the second Y = 0.2. Although the data
tended to favour Y, = 0.2, neither value was ruled out. There is also one recent re-
sult indicating a higher value of Y, in v„JV* interactions 124). A new study of
b-mesonsinpp collisionsreports Y, = 0.34 ±0.10 <stat)± 0.03 (syst) [19|.

As shown in Figure 1-11, there is evidence lhat Y is dependent upon the en-

ergy scale at which it is measured [25], This figure shows a comparison of the mea-
surements ofvf in pp.pp, *'p,K-p, K*p,and«V colliaions 126||27|[28] according
to the effective centre-of mass energy of the hard collision:

where {*,) and (x-J are the average momentum fractions of the beam valence quark
(lepton) and target valence quark (leptorj). To convert the centre-of-mass energy
squared s to ilff for different beams and targets, one uses:
J$.n(PP) = Ji^f(PP) = O.llJsand

A fit has been performed by the authors of [2ö| for
threshold effects, to the function:

> l GeV , to avoid

Y, = a + b ln(j$.ff) (1-32)

giving a = 0.27410.020 and 6 = 0.0053 ± 0.0059. This increase in Y, may be ex-
plained by a rise in gluon radiation with energy. The increased number of gluons
subsequently split inta tts paira.

As detailed in Section 1.5.3, a measurement of charmed and charm-strange
mesona providea a new method for determining Y •

1.5 Probing Hadronization with Heavy Quarks
Unlike light quarks (u, d, s), which are copiously produced in the fragmenta-

tion process, heavy quarka (c, b, t} originale primarily from initial-state interac-

tiona. By atudying the production of resonances containing one or more heavy
quarks, one can sift through the light-quark 'noise' and study the first collision of
partons.

1.5.1 The Hadronization of Charm Quarka

Charm production in *p collisiona, illustrated in Figure 1-12, isgiven by [291:

e +p ->e' + c + c-f X U-33)

The electron emits a photon Y, which interacta with a gluon g from the proton. This
process is referred to äs boson-gluon fusion. The fusion produces a quark-antiquark
pair, in this case a cc pair. The subsequent production of hadrons can be described
in terma of the Dual Parton Model'[30), in the frameworkof thestringmodel. Had-
ronization develops along two stringsi a "meaonic" string stretched between the
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Figur* 1-12 A schtmatic of charm hadron production in the Dual Parton Modrl.

a n Ü-charm quark and a target quark, and a Ijaryonic" string stretched between the
charm quark and the target diquark. Unlike hadronization in e+*", a fragmentation
atring cannot be stretched between the cc pair, aa this would lead to a colour non-
ainglet in the final statt-, due to the colour of theeichanged gluon. Ums, to form col-
ourlesa hadrons, the c quark fragments with the diquark (Q), and the c quark with
the remaining quark <q).

This fragmentation model makea deflnite predictions, For example, it pre-
dicls an observable aaymmetry for the production of charm-anti-charm hadrons:

N(c)-N(c)
(1-34)

where N(c) is the number of meaona produoed oontaininga charm quark, and N(c)
is the number containing an anti-charm quark. This aaymmetry arises because the
c quark can easily find s remnant diquark, leading to a state with a charmed baryon
and a D meson. The c quark has a higher probabüity of finding a remnant diquark
with which tohadrontze than ac quark doesof finding an anti-diquark. This would
lead to D\ correlations at tow energiea (near cc threshold).

Decay mode

ß*-»JT*V

D"* -»ji'(D0-»«rV)

D*' -»K*(D0-»KVnV)

/>°-»ffV{no (a*)

O°-»KVjf Ji* (no tag)

D; -»r *rv
Aj -»pÄTV

E-687

-3.8 ±0.9%

-6.4+1.5%

- 4.0 ±1.7»

- 2.0 ± 1.5%

-1.9 ±1.5%

2.5 ±5.2%

3.5 ± 7.6%

(LUND
E-687)

-12.7 ±0.9%

-10.8 ±0.9%

-11.5 ±1.0%

-3. 6 ±0.6%

-6.9 ±0.7%

4.8 ±0.1%

17.4 ± 1.6%

E-691

-2.0 ±1.5%

- 7.0 ± 3.5%

- 10.3 ± 2.8%

-3.8±1.5%

4. 2 ±6.8%

11. 7 ±8.4%

Table 1-4 Observed and pndicted asymmetries (Ac!) in charm production.

Previous charmed meson aaymmetry measurements from expt-riment E-687
and E-691 are summarized in Table 1-4, from 131). In addition, thc LUND modH
prediction for E-687 is given. In moat cases, the model predicta a higher asymmetry
thanobserved. Onenotesthat thereisa predicted exceaaofß* over [)'t. Thjsisdue
to phase apace limitations in the meaonic atring for D', K X production |321- Thia
overrides the aaymmetry described for J5//J.

The analysis in this thesis measures the D /D aaymmetry in ep collisions (Soction
6.1).

1.5.2 Heavy Quark Fraginentation Functions

Quark antiquark pairs are more likely to combine in U) a meson when they
both propagate at a comparable velocity. When the fragmentin g parton ia a heavy
quark, it needa to lose only a small percentage of ita energy to generate light qitark
pairs having similar velocity. If the heavy quark combines with one of theae light
quarks, the reaulting hadron will carry a aizable fraction of the initial energy.

Pragmentation in this model is described by the Peterson function, D (2). For
the transition Q -» M + q from heavy quark Q with momentum P to heavy meson M
with momentum zP and quark q with momentum (1-tlP, the energy transfer is:

-z) (1-35)
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Figur« 1-13 TVif fragmenlation sptctrum for charmed mesons. Reproduced from
1331

Here E, and m, refer to the energy and mass of the corresponding quark or meson,
and mv = m isassumed. The expression for Afi simplifies to:

where E - (m,/m?)*. The transition probability is taken to be: D (z) -z'
where the factorz aecounts for longitudinal phase space. This gives:

N

(1-36)

(1-37)

-1 ]

with N being a normalization factor. Equation (1-37) is referred to äs the Peterson
function [341, and has been used to fit a variety of spectra, Results for D* and D^
production in e"e -*qq are depicted in Figure t-13 [351(36]. In this plot, the frag-
mentation variable used is xp=pßlpmax, where po is the D-meson momentum. The
quantity pmol is one-half the centre-of-mass energy of the colHsion, which is the

maximum energy available to each quark or antiquark.

1.5.3 Probing Strangeness Suppresaion with Charmed Meson»

In this theaia, y is measured with a new method. This method requires the
mrasurpment of the production cross-sections of charmed and charm-atrange me-

O ' 0.7
tS
3

Q.6
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Figure l-14The prtdicted ratioofDt to Ir production äs a function ofthe
Strangeness suppression factor.

Sons. The Interpretation of their cross-sections relies in part on a Monte Carlo model
ofepscattering(PYTHIA, seeSectjon 4.2), which uaes the string model for hadroni-

zation. If one varies the value ofthe Strangeness suppression parameter in the
string model from Y, = 0.0 toy, = 1.0, and then calculates the reaulting production
ratio of:

(1-38)

(where both partide and antt-particle are implied), one obtains the values plotted in
Figure 1-14. Por Y, = 0 the model predicts almost zero D, production compared to

the D°, while for Y, = l the ratio is 0.669 ± 0.073, where the uncertainty is due to
limited atatistics. The aasumption made in this prediction is that the rate of charm
quarks hadronizing into D, mesons is determined by Y - This is not an unreamnable

assumption, äs the probability that a charm quark picks up a stränge quark from



the colour field should be given by Y • However, there may still be other dynamics
which are not included in the st ring mode) (37). There is also an uncertainty in the
branching ratio of the clecay mode used to reconstruct the D, (see Section 5.5).

From the Monte Carlo reaulte ucring the default valueofy, = 0.3, thepredict-
ed ratio is:

= 0.220 ±0.024 (1-39)

The Standard measu reinen t ofthis ratio was made in the fixed-target photoproduc-

tion experiment at NA 14/2 (32). In this experiment, the reaction studied was
yN -» ccX at £T = 100 GeV. They choae to express the ratio äs:

(1-40)
A)

which representa the quantity cä: (cü + cd). They deterrnined it to be
0.17 ±0.07 ±0.03.

To make a direct comparison ofthe NA14/2 measurementto thoae made in «p

colltsiona.onewouldneedtoknowtheratioofD* /t? production, whichintroducea
an additional uncertainty. Values for this ratio ränge from a measurement of
0.33 ± 0.09 ± 0.04 1321 to a prediction of 0.43, baaed on the counting of polarization
statea and the measured branching ratios [381.

Altemately, one may derive the ratio from the NA 14/2 measurements of

o (D) )/<r(D* ) and o (D1 )/a(D°), which resultein aratioof:

= 0.22 ±0.07 ±0.04 (1-41)

This ia in agreement with the model prediction for«/? colliaions using y = 0.3.

1.5.4 Deconfinement

If the QCD vacuum is similar to a superconductor, then it is predicted that its

confinement properties will change at high temperature/energy densitJea. From
nonperturbative Simulation s, at a critical temperature of the scale of
AT- A - 200 MeV, the vacuum is found to undergo a phaae transition and become
transparent to colour. Quarks and gluons are no longer bound inside hadrons but

are free. This atate is referred to äs a Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP), described äs a
free gas of quarks and gluons. Such a stateof matter could haveexisted atthe time

of the early universe (when it was anout 10 s old).

In high energy colliaions, one of the experimental signatures of quark gluon
plasma formation is a change in the production rate of stränge quarka. For example,
heavy-ion experiments [39] search for an increasein the production rate of hadrons

contatning stränge quarks. These experimenta attempt to produce a QGP by gener-

ating a region of high temperature and mass denaity, by colliding heavy ions, such
äs Pb ions, with energy of order 200 GeV/nucIeon. !f a QGP is formed, it is expected
to possess a high denaity of u and d quarks from the initial hadrons. Aa a result of
the exclusion principle, the energy level to which their u and d quark states are oc-

cupied is raiaed beyond the mass of the s quark (-120 MeV). This is one of tho rea-
sons for a relative increase in the production rate of a quarks. In addition, the large

number of energetic gluons in the QGP would generate ss paira through the gluon-
gluon fusion proceas g + g -» s + 5. If the stränge quarks aurvive to form hadrons,

this should further enhance the production of stränge hadrons.

Charm quarks will also be produced in a QGP |40). However, it is likely that
they will be aeparated by lighter u, d and 8 quarka [41). Therefore, one would predict
a suppression in the production of bound states of cc pairs, such äs the J/y. In-
stead, a higher rate of mesona with a single chartn-quark, the D-mesons, would be
expected. In particular, the rate of charm-strange mesona, the D„ might be en-
hanced.

While it is not expected that tp oollisiona at HERA will produce a quark-gluon

plasma, it is nevertheless an intereating measurement to check the production rate
of charm mesons, and particularly the production rate of charm-strange mesons.



Chapter 2
The Accelerator and Detector

Figur« 2-1 Layout oftht HERA acctlerator.

2.1 The HERA Accelerator
The Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage HERA, at the Deutsches Elektronen-Syn-

chrotron DESY, in Hamburg, Germany \s the world's first and only electron-proton
collinW. As shown in Figure 2-1, HERA consists of two separate acoeleratora, one

HERA Inieclion Sctieme

Figure 2-2 The HERA Injection System.

storing electrons or positrons, and a second for protons. They are located tu to 25 m
Underground in a tunnel 6.3 km in circumference, and are designed to collide 30
GeV electrons with 820 GeV protons at two locations, used by the ZEUS and H l ex-
perimenta. In addition, two fixed-target experiments (HERMES and HERA-B)
makeuseof theelectronand protonbeams. In 1994, HERA collided beams of 820.0
GeV protons with 27.52 GeV positrons, corresponding to a centre-of-mass energy of
300.4 GeV. The centre-of-mass energy for colliding beams of energy Ee and EL is giv-
enby:

Js = J4E, E,

Por comparison, an electron beam scattering off a fixed-target gives:

(2-1)

(2-2)

where mp is the nucleon mass. Thus for a fixed-target experitnent to reach the
HERA centre-of-mass energy would require an incoming lepton beam of energy
=• 450 TeV.

The HERA injection System is shown in Figurc 2-2. Electrons arf extracted



from a high voltage calhode and brought to 500 MeV with the linear aceelerator,
L1NAO H. In the P1A storage ring the electrons are accumulated into a single bunch
and transported to the DESY H Synchrotron, where they are accelerated to 7 GeV.
Each bunch is transferred to PETRA until it is filled with 70 bunches, and then the
bunches are accelerated to 12 GeV. Finally, the bunch es are transferred to HERA
and brought to 27.52 GeV.

Protons are accelerated äs negatively-charged hydrogen ions in a 50 MeV
linac. Upon entering DESY III, a proton Synchrotron, the protons are stripped of
their electrons. The protons are accelerated to 7.5 GeV and injected into PETRA,
where they are brought to 40 GeV. Then they are injected into HERA and acceler-
ated to 820 GeV.

HERAisdesigned tocontain 210 bunches of protons and 210 bunches of elec-
trons. In 1994, it operated with 153 ep bunchea, with typical currenta of 20-33 mA
(positrons) and 30-55 mA (protons)- The remaining bunches contained 17 unpaired
p bunches, 15 unpaired e* bunches, and 24 empty bunches, used for background es-
timation. Each bunch was separated by 28.8 m, corresponding to 96 ns, «nee the
partidee travel ctoae to the speed of light.

A crucial parameter describing a colliding-beam facility is ita luminoaity, L
The observed event rate R of a process with cross-section o is related to the luminos-
ityby:

H = La

From the machine parameters, the luminosity is determined by:

(2-3)

(2-4)

where f is the revolution frequency (47.3 kHz for HERA), k is the number of colliding
bunches, Nf and Np are the number of electronu and protons per bunch, and om, o
are the horizontal and verticaJ RMS dimensions of the electron and proton beams.
The HERA design luminosity is 1.6 x 10)lcm~V'.

The integrated luminosity delivered by HERA in 1992,1993, and 1994 is plot-
ted in Figure 2-3 (a), es a function of Urne in days. One notes the large increase in
luminoaity of 1994 over 1992 and 1993. The usable ZEUS luminosity, referred to äs
the on-tape luminosity, is shown in Figure 2-3 (b), äs well äs the luminoaity oollected
onadaily basis, which approached 0.1 pb"' /day near theendofrunning. Abreak-

Mn MI VW

(a) HERA Luminosity (b) ZEUS On-Tape 1994

Figure 2-3 Luminosity delntrtd by HERA in 1992, 1993 and 1994, and the
1994 ZEUS luminosity stored on tapt.

Type of run

HERA Delivered e* and e'.

ZEUS on-tape e+ and e.

Apply EVTAKE.

Select e* runs.

Select nominal vertex.

Integrated Luminosity
(pb'1)

6. 186 ±0.093

3.712 ±0.056

3.30110.048

3.022 ±045

2.989 ±0.045

T«bl*2-l The 1994 luminosity.
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Figure 2-4 A cross-section ofthe ZEUS detector along the beam axis.

down ofthe 1994 luminoaity ia gjven in TableZ-1, including the amount delivered
by HERA and recorded by ZEUS. Offline, dorne runs are rejected due to faulty de-
tector conditions, by a Software routine referred to äs EVTAKE. Por the analysis in
thia thesis, to ensure stähle trigger conditions, only positron runs are selected. Fi-
nally, t wo special runa taken with a shifted /-vertex are removed. The resulting lu-

minoaity Ja 2.989 ± 0.045 pb"'.

2.2 The ZEUS Detector
The layout ofthe detector is ahown in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 [43]. The es-

sential components are a vertex detector (VXD), a central tracking detector (CTD)
and transition radiation detector (TRD) (not shown), and forward and rear planar
drift chambera (FTD, RTD). The FTD and TRD oompriae the forward detectors
(FDET). The inner detectors are aummnded by a thin magnetic solenoid coil, a cal-
orimeter divided into forward (PCAL), rear (RCALl and barrel (BCAL) secttons, a
backing calorimeter (BAC), barrel and rear muon detectors (BMU, RMU), and a for-
ward muon spectrometer (FMU). In addition to the main detector, there are rear
photon and electron taggers < LUM l > for luminosity measurement and electron tag-

Ovem'c* of the 2EUS Detector
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Figure 2-5 A cross-section ofthe ZEUS detector in the xy plane.

ging, äs well äs forward detectors for elaatically-scattered protona (LPS), and neu-
tron» (FNC) (not shown).

The ZEUS coordinates are defined with reference to the proton beam. In
Figure 2-4, the proton beam entere from the right, along the negative z-axis. The
electron beam entere from the left, along the positive z-axis. The interaction point
of the two beams defines the point 2 = 0.

2.2.1 The Central Tracking Detectora

Charged particlea are detected by the inner tracking chambera, which are in
a 1.43 T magnetic field, generated by the superconducting coil. The detector cloaest
tothebeampipeisthe VXD, composedof 120 radial cells, eachhaving 12 aense wires
of gold-plated tungsten. The active length ofthe wires is 1.59 m. The chamber walls
are composed of carbon fibre/epoiy compoaite, with an inner radiua of 9.9 cm and
outer radiua of 15.9 cm, and a total thicknesa of l Xn. The polar angular acceptance
is from 8.6° to 166°. The VXD is filled with dimethyl ether (DME), used aa a drirt
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Figur« 2-6 A Segment of the CTD. Sense wires are drawn äs groups ofeight large
points in each superlaytr.

gas due to its slow drift time for ionization electrons, about 15 um/na. The alow drift
time leads to an improved spatial resolution, which in 1994 was 50 u in the centre
region of a cell and 150 \i near the edges.

Surrounding the VXD ia the CTD 144), of which a 45" Segment in azimuth is
ahown in Figure 2-6. The CTD has an outer radius of 85 cm and an overall length of
240cm. The polar angularcoverageiafrom IG4 to 164". The CTD consists of 72 cy-
lindrical layera, organized into 9 superlayera. Fiveof the auperlayera (l, 3, 5, 7, 9)
have their wirea parallel to the beam line, and are referred to aa axial layera. The
remaining fbur superlayers have wirea tilted at approximately ±5°. These provide
atereo information to assist in the three-dimensional track reconstruction. There
are 4608 aenae wires in total. The Lorentz angle, the difference in drift angle of ion-
ization electrons with and without an external magnetic field, ia deaigned to be 45°
for a field of 1.8 T. Drifl diatancea are meaaured along an axia perpendicular to a
radial line from the centre of the chamber. To reaolve left-right hit ambiguities, the
planes of wirea are oriented at 45° withrespect tothis line. With the lower-than-de-

sign value of the magnetic field of 1.43 T frora thesupercondiictingcoil. the lx>rentz
angl« in 1994 was 39". This amaller angle introduces a slight asymmetry in the
number of measured hita between positively- and negatively-chargcd tracks (see
Section6.1>.

The chamber is instrumented with a readout aystem of 100 MHz Flash Ana-
logue to Digital Converters (FADC). These provide a drift time and pulse height
from the signals from each wire, giving a design precision in (r. <p) of 100 to 200 um
and design dE/dx (see Section 4.5.1) accuracy of about 6%. In addition, wirea in su-
perlayer one and alternate wires in superlayera three and five have az-by-liming
readout Thia allowa for the z-coordinate of a hit to be determined by comparinfi the
difference in arrival times of signals from each end of the chamber. This givos a de-
sign precision of 3 cm on the z-coordinate.

In 1994, the CTD working gas was a mixture of Ar (85%), CÜ2 (8%) and
ethane (7%), bubbled through ethanol. The single hit-efficiency was around 95%,
while the single hit resolution was 260u. For iaotated tracka, the tracking efficiency
was better than 98%, while for mutti-track events it was at least 95%. The momen-
tum reaolution for full-length tracks was:

PT
= 0.005pT(GeV) «0.016 (2-5)

The reaolution ia a function of the track reconstructed transveree momentum, de-
finedaspr = p sin (8), where p is the track momentum and 9 ia the track polar an-
gle (see Section 4.1). The term 9 means that the error ia added in quadrature.
Combined data from both chambera in 1994 gave a vertex resolution of 1.4 cm in z
and 0. l cm in the r, <p plane (see Section 4.4.2 for vertex reconstruction).

2.2.2 Calorimetry

Calorimetera are deaigned to measure the energy of i neiden t charged and
neutral particles by abeorbing a partide's energy and generating a nignal propor-
tional to the energy. In homogeneous calorimetera, such aaalead-glasscalorimeter,
the abaorber also functions äs a signal generator. In sampling calorimetera, layers
of active material between the abaorber layers sample a particle'a energy loss.

The energy loss of electrons above 100 MeV occurs primarily through
bremsstrahtung(aee Section 2.2.4). Themajorityof theradiated photonswtth ener-
gy above 10 MeV will produce t*t paira. These pairs radiale more photons, which
can lead to an electromagnetic shower. The shower develops until the particles



reach a critical energy, below which electrona lose energy by ionization and excita-
tion, and photons undergo Compton scattering.

The longitudinal depth of an electromagnetic shower is characterized by its
radiation length, XQ, which ia the average distance in a material in which an ind-
dent particle energy decreases to l/e (63%) of ita initial value. Containment of 98%
of the electromagnetic ahower from scattered electrona at HERA energiea ia

achieved within a depth of 25 Xn- In the longitudinal spread of the sbower, 95% of
the energy is contained within a circle of radiua two Moliere radii, pju, which ia
about 2 cm in uranium.

Hadrona lose energy in a material by ionization, if charged, and through in-
teractiona with the nudeii of the material. Struck nucleons may collide with other

nucleona in the material, reaulting in a hadronic ahower. The dimenaion of a had-
ronic shower ia characterized by the nuclear interaction length, X About 95% of the
energy of a hadronic ahower energy ia contained within a depth of
0.2/nfi + 2.5£°ia + 0.7 interactiona lengtha and a circle of radiua of IX145]. Hadron-
ic B ho wer s have three procesaea of energy loss: an electromagnetic component, pri-
marily from the decay 1t -»YY> &" ionization component from charged secondariea,
and a component from nuclear breakupa. Fluctuationa in theae interactiona lead to
varying calorimeter reaponaes to a hadronic ahower and woreen the energy resolu-
tion. Typical hadronic calorimeters uae iron or lead, which reaulta in a relatively
poor reaolution of o (£) /£ •= 60%/JE. One aolution to thia problem ia to design a
calorimeter to be compensating, such that it haa an equa) reaponae to electrons (e)
and hadrons(A), that \s:tlh = 1.

2.2.2. l The ZEUS Calorimeter

ZEUS uses a sampling calorimeter, conatructed of towers of altern a t in g lay-
era of depleted uranium (U or DU) platea clad in atainless steel and plaatic acin-
tillator tilea. A module of towera from FCAL is depicted in Figure 2-7. The uranium
platea are 3.3 mm thick, while the scintillators are 2.6 mm thick. Each tower ia aeg-
mented into an electromagnetic (EMC) aection, about 25 Xj> fot electrona or IX. for
hadrons, and two (one in RCAL) hadronic (HAC) aectiona, each 3X deep. The EMC
aection iadivided into cells.four 5x20 cm cellsin FCAL and BCAL towera and two

10 x 20cm2cellain RCAL towera. On ejthersideof the oells are wavelength ahifter
bara, which absorb and re-emit scintillator üght and guide it to photomultiplier
tubes (PMTa), one pair for each cell. Twenty-three modulea compriae FCAL and
RCAL, while 32 wedge-shaped modules make up BCAL. The FCAL covera the polar

Incident Puticles
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Flgure 2-7 A Modult ofthe FCAL. The cutaway shows the alternating layers of
depltttd uranium and plaatic scintillator, and the wavelength shiften along the
»idet.

angular region 2.2°<e<39.9°, the BCAL 36.7°<6< 129.1°, and the RCAL

128.1" <6< 176-5*, giving a coverage of 99.8% in the forward hemiaphere and
99.5% in the rear.

Compenaation ia achieved in the ZEUS calorimeter by improving the re-
aponae to hadronic ahowera in the active layera. Neutrons from a hadronic ahower

will undergo elastic collisiona with free protons in the acintillator. The scintillator
responae to the reaulting ionizing protona can be tuned by varying the layer thick-
neaa. Furthermore, low-energy neutrona can cauae the U238 to ftaaion, releasing 7.4



MeV gamma rays and neutrons. The fission neutrona in turn scatter elastically off

protona in the scintillator, which add to the ahower Signal.

In teat beams, the energy resolution of the calorimeter was measured to be

o(£)/£ = 35% /JE 9 2% for hadrons, while for electrona it was meaaured to be

= 18%/,/E® 1%, where ® refers toaddition in quadrature.

The calibration of the calorimeter ia monitored by the uranium noise (UNO)

or radioactivity signa), charge injection into the electronica readout, laser light in-

jection into the PMTs, and MCo source acans. Variationa in the UNO aignal over

time periods less than a day are below 0.5%. Variationa in the calibratton over aev-

eral daya are about 3%, and are due to changes in PMT gains. These variations are

corrected by acating the measured UNO signal to the nominal UNO signal.

2.2.3 The Small Rear Track Detector

Covering the inner ring oftoweraof the RCALati = -148 cm is thesmall rear

trackdetector(SRTD). ItconsiataofanarrayofscintiltatorBtripa, each 10mm wide,

in one horizontal layer and one vertical layer. It covera an area of 68 1 68 cm , and

serves äs a presampler for acattered electrona to correct for energy loaa in dead ma-

t«rial between the interaction region and the rear calorimeter. Electrona passing

through thia dead materia] may initiale an electromagnetic ahower, which in not de-

tected by IheRCAL. Inaddition, theSRTD providesa timingsignalusedin the trig-

ger to separate ep collisions from background events.

2.2.4 The Luminosity Monitor

Fast luminoaity monitoring ia achieved through a meaaurement of the

bremsstrahlung procesa tp -**'pT- These are photons which are emJUed at very

amall anglea with respect to the direction of the incoming electron. The cross section

for the bremsstrahlung procesa is large and can be calculaled accurately. The cross-

aection is given by the Bethe-Heitler formula:

de
dk

E'
(2-6)

where k ia the photon energy, £ and £* are the initial and Bcattered electron ener-

gies, Ep ia the proton energy, mt, mp are the electron and proton masaea respective-
ly, a is the fine struciure conatant, and re ia the clasaical radius of the electron. To

calculate the luminosity of «p collisions using thia formula, a background contribu-

tion must be subtracted. This background arisea from the interaction of electrona
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Flgure2-8A schematicof the ZEUS luminoaity detector. Figure reproduced from
1561.

with the residual gas in the beam line. To determine the rate of this background,

measurements are taken with electron pilot bunchea, which are electron bunchea

that collide with an empty proton bunch in the interaction region.

The general layout of the detection acheme is shown in Figure 2-8, The lumi-

noaity monitor conaiats of the photon detector (LUMIG) cloae to the proton bram

pipe at a distance of 107 m from the ZEUS interaction region, and an electron detec-

tor (LUMIE) near the electron beam at a distance of 35 m. Both devices are con-

structed from 5.7 cm thick lead plates interleaved with 2.8 mm scintillatora. The

LUMIG is 18 x 18cm2 with a depth of 22 XQ, while the LUMIE ia 25 x 25 cm2 with

a depth of 24 ~X$. The bremsstrahlung photons propagate tnmde the proton pipe and

ezit it 80 m from the interaction point (IP) after a vertical bend of the proton beam

by a magnet. Electrons from bremsstrahlung eventa and photoproduction are de-

flectedoutof the beam pipe by electron beam magnets, accepting electrons with an

energy 0.2 S E7E S 0.9.



Figur« 2-9 One side oft he Vetowall scintitlator counters.

2.2.5 The C5 Counterfi

Located around the beam pipe, near the C5 collimator at z = -3.15 m, is a
setof four amall scintillators, formingthp C5 detector. The detector meaaures rates
and arrival times of particlea from the Kalos of the electron and proton beams. In
addition, particlea created by interactions of the beam with residual gaa, elements

of the beam pipe, or the C5 collimator aredetected. Online in the triggerand offline,
the timing Information ia used to veto theae eventa. The difference in C5 timing be-
tween the proton and electron beam halos is used to monitor the poaition of the in-
te raction point online.

2.2.6 TheVetowaU

Located in the rear (proton) region at z = -7.27 m ia the Vetowall. 1t is con-
structed of an iron wall with scintillator hodoscopeafmany counters in parallel) on
ei t her side. One aide, viewed from the ZEUS detector, ia illustrated in Figure2-9.
The Vptowall is 8 m wide and 9 m tall, 0.87 m thick, and perpendicular to the beam
line, with an 0.8 m x 0.8 m hole in the centre for the beam pipe. Like the C5 counter,
it allows the trigger to reject beam-gas events, having a coincidence in both
counters. (n addition, it aerves to nhield the main detector from proton-beam events.



Chapter 3

The ZEUS Data Acquisition System

3.1 Overview

The oomponenta of the ZEUS detector correspond to a total of about 250,000
electronic channels. Por each interaction, they generate an event data record about
100 kB in srize. The HERA beams cross at a rate of 10.4 MHz or once every 96 na,

and at the deaign luminosity about 1% of theae croaainga (aeveral hundred kHz) will
produce a aignal in ZEUS. If every event were read out, t bis would require an ar-
chiving bandwidth of 10 GB/s. Thia rate can neither be atored on tape nor analyzed
aflerwardB, using present storage technology.

The high background rate arises largely from proton beam interactions with
the residual gas in the beam pipe and with the wall of the beam pipe in the 70 m
atraight section of HERA upatream of ZEUS. In contraat, ep interaction» are of
O(100) Hz, which are mostly photoproduction and a few Hz ofdeep inelasticacat-
tering (see Section 4-1). The output to tape rat« is limited to O<5) Hz. To achieve
thia, the ZEUS Data Acquisition System (DAQ) [46] employa three levels of trigger-
ing, äs illustrated in Pigure3-l. The design of each level iadetermined by thedeci-
aion Urne available. The Pirat Level Trigger (PLT) muat handle an input rate of
several hundred kHz and reduce thia to about l kHz. The Second Level Trigger
(SLT) tnust reduoe the output from the FLT to about 100 Hz within a few ma. The
Thtrd Level Trigger (TLT) muat reduce the 100 Hz from the SLT to about 5 Hz.

An event picture of a typical beam-gaa event is shown in Figur« 3-2. In this
event, an interaction has occurred upstream of the ZEUS detector in the direction
of the proton beam, which is in the negative z-direction. Particlea pointing to the in-
teraction vertex are visible aa reconstructed tracks in the CTD. In thia case, the

tracks were reconstnicted online by the TLT (see Section 3.5.5). Another character-
isticof beam-gas eventa is the concentration ofenergy depoaitain the inner ring of

n. t Evivm lfm cniMU
II M MC» OifHtl <VM»

Figur« 3-1A sckematic oftht ZEUS trigger system.

FCAL towera around the beampipe, and little energy in the rest of the calorimeter.
The energy deposits in thia event are drawn aa filled rectangles, with tho area pro-
portional to the meaaured energy.

An indication of the beam-gas background rate is provided by the trigger rate

of the C5 detector (described in Section 2.2.5). Aa ahown in Figure 3-3, the back-
ground rate ranged from a few hundred Hz in 1992 totensofkHzin 1994, and scaled
with increased luminosity. This figure also ahowa the output rates for the PLT, SLT,
and TLT. One notes the improvement in the triggersover time, maintaining the nee-



Figur« 3-2 An event picture of a beam-gas interaction,

essary reduction despite the two ordere of magnitude increase in luminoeity and

background rates.

An important requirement of the trigger system is that it perform without
dtadtime. Deadtime refers to a period of time during which the readout ia inactive.

The FLT operates at the dock rate of HERA and is without deadtime, However, at
the SLT deadtime can occur when the component analogue signals are digitized,
during this time no new data can be stored. An added compljcation is the fact that
severat componenta do not receive their Signals until several beam croasings after
an interaction has taken place. For example, ioniration electrons in the CTD gas
drift at a speed of about 60 (inVns, and may travel diatances of up to 1-2 cm before
reaching a senae wire. The drift distance depends upon which part of aCTDcell is
traversed by a charged particle, and the drift time can introduce a deley of tX 10-30)
clock cycles before a complete CTD wire signal can be digitized.

The solution to the problem of deadtime and delayed signals is a data pipeline
(FIFO)1, in which data are entered every clock cycle of 96 ns. The length of the pipe-
linf is chosen such that the slowest component can process ita data. Account is also
marle for signal propagation delays due to cabling. Also, sufficient time muat be al-

lotted for the local and global processora to analyze an event.

1. Rist In Rist Otll

Figur« 8-3 The ZEUS trigger ratea versus luminosity for 1992-1994. The wrtieal
axis gives the trigger rate, while the horizontal axis giws the instantaneous
luminonty.

3.2 The First Level Trigger (FLT)
The FLT consists of local component processora whose decisiona are sent to a

Global First Level Trigger (GFLT). The GFLT allows 26 dock cycle« for the local
FLT components to evaluate their data and send a result to the GFLT. Within an-

other 20 dock cycle» the GFLT must provide an event decision based on these data.
This requires that, allowing for delays in signal propagation, the component pipe-

lines must be 58 clock cycle« or 5 ns in length.

This analysis in this thesia makea use of the Calorimeter First IX^VP! Triggpr
(CAL-FLT) [471 and CTD First Level Trigger (CTD-FLT) [48] infonnation. The
CAL-FLT calculates global energy sums (see Section 5.1.1), in calorimeter Uwera,

which are blocks of 4 cella for FCAL and BCAL, and 2 cells for RCAL. These energy
sums are compared by the GFLT to threshold values in memory lookup tables.

The CTD-FLT searches for CTD tracks in an event coming from the interac-
tion region. These tracks are used to reject beam-gas events which originale from



the incoming prolon direction. The CTÜ-FLT achieves track reconstruction using
the CTD z-by-timing data from superlayer one. Por each event, a processor com-
parea the data with predetermined maska or patterna of hita. The CTD-FLT aelec-
tion cuts are described in Section 5.1.1.

If the GFLTaccepts an event, the components are signalled and the pipelines
stopped. Analogue Signals from the components are digitized, and the data ia trans-
ferred to buffera accessible by the Global Second Level Trigger (GSLT).

3.3 The Second Level Trigger (SLT)
The SLT has available to it a deciaion time of a few ms, and so it can De im-

plemented on programmable processora (a transputer1 network). Iterative algo-
rithms can be executed on theae processors. For example, the CAL-SLT utitizea an
algorithm to aearch for cluat«rs, whtch are adjacent energy deposita in the calorim-
eter. These clustera can be uaed to identify the prirruiry acattered electron in an ep
colliaion. The CAL-SLT also calculates global energy sums, using the data from cal-

orimeter oells.

Background rejection at the SLT |49] ia performed using timing Information
from the calorimeter (see also Section 3.5). Partieies originating from an tp colliaion
at the nominal interaction point and travelling near the speed of light are defined
to arrive at time ( = 0 at the faoes of the calorimeter. In contraat, eventa originating
upstream of the detector produce earlier signala in RC AL, at t - -10 ns. An event at
the SLT ia vetoed if the RCAL Urne ia:

URCAL! >8ns,

or the FCAL-RCAL time difference is:

or the FCAL time is:

• *RCAL l > 8 "'.

l »RCAL l > 8 ns.

ff-»)

P-i)

ff-»

Cosmic-ray induced events are rejected based on the difference between the upper
and Iower BCAL calorimeter time (aee also Section 3.5.4). These events enter at the

l . Ptocejiot. memory. and ccmmunicatioM hardwan on i sitigk diip.

top of the ZEUS detector due to their cosmic origin, and are vetoed if thp meaaured
time:

Another source of background Signals are spark events. A apark occura when
a calorimeter phototube at high voltage discharges to ground. Thia occurs because
insufficient clearance was left in the PMT assembly. An event ia identified aa a
spark by the SLT if the event hat only one PMT signal with energy above 2 GeV and
there are no other PMT signala with energy above 200 MeV.

The SLT also uses data from the LUMI (see Section 2.2.4) to detect acattered
electrona from photoproduction and photons from radiative events. Theanalysisin
thia thesia makes uae of the CAL SLT and LUMI SLT.

The Global Second Level Trigger (GSLT) combinea data from the component
SLT processora, and forms a trigger decision. The trigger decision is based on a aet
afphysics ßlttrs. These are algorithma deaigned to aelect specific physics processes,
and are modelled on the Third Level Trigger filtere (Section 3.5.6). If an event pass-
es one of the GSLT filtera it is accepted.

3.4 The Event Builder (EVB)
Once an event has been accepted by the GSLT, the data from the varioua com-

ponents are assembled into a complete event by the Event Builder (EVB) for trans-
miaaion to the TLT. Data are tranaferred over EVB transputer links into a 512 KB
triple-ported memory (TPM) in a two transputer (2TP) module. The EVB has six
auch modulea in total. Each component formats the data according to a ZEBRA1

structure. The ZEBRA structure is reformatted by the EVB according to the ADA-
MO prolocol, which ia a tabular data formst. The ADAMO tablea from each compo-
nent are combined into one data record in the 2TP module for access by the Third
Level Trigger.

3.5 The Third Level Trigger (TLT)
The TLT is the first level to have access to the complete raw event data, and

ao the global quantitiesof an event maybeexploited. In principle, any offline aelec-
Üon can be performed at the TLT, limited only by CPU time. The TLT must provide
aufficient processing power to allow for the execution of iterative offline algorilhms,

1. A Unked d»ti *uctuie produccd by CERN.



such äs extensive track and vertex fitting, electron identification and Jet reconstruc-
tion. This results in the requirement of several MlPS^aeconds of Computing power

ppr event. To avoid theduplication of code, the system mustalso providean 'offline
environment' for the developers. This includes a reliable operating system and a
thoroughly lest«) Compiler, which may not be avaüable in purpose-built hardware.

3.5.1 The Hardware Design

The TLTconsiats of a Computer Tarn" of 30 commercial RISC2 R3000/R3100
machines (SGI 4D/35S), each with a clock apeed of 36 MHz, giving a total processing
power in excess of 1000 MIPS. For an input rat« of 100 Hz spread out over 30 pro-
cessors, about 300 ms on average of analysis time is avaüable for each trigger deci-
sion. Each processor is equipped with 32 MB memory, which Beta an upper limit on
the size of memory-resident code.

The TLT processors are divided into6 branches of five "analyzere", processors
which perform online event reconstruction and make a trigger decision. One of these

branches is shown in Figure 3-4. In addition to the analyzers, control and commu-
nication is supervised by a "manager" node (SGI 25/S). Each branch is connected by
a Fermilab Branchbus [50| to a TPM buffer located on the EVB VME crate. Control
Signals from the manager are passed along a local ethernet. The six branches are
coordinated by a single control_TLT process running on an SGI 4D/35G processor
(not shown), which also communicates with the overall Run Control System, and
perfornM handahakjng with the EVB and IBM output. In 1994, events which were
selected by the TLT were transferred via a Branchbus Switch to an output node,
which sent the date by optical fibre link to an IBM Computer for tape storage.

A UNIX operating environment is provided, including n/s and telntt, aa well
äs FORTRAN and C Compilers. This allows a user to log into any node of the system
and examine log files or interactively debug code. The Standard CERN [51] libraries,
such äs HBOOK and GEANT, are avaitable. This programming environment has
proven to be very valuable in the Software design, debugging, and testing atage.

3.5.2 The Performance of the TLT

From the start of ZEUS data taking in 1992 to the present, the TLT has been
crucial to the experimenL The firsl trigger used in the TLT was the calorimeter
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Flgure 3-4 A schematic o/"o TLT hardware branch.

•apark' cut (aee Section 3.3). Approximately 30% of the raw data in 1992 feil into this

category. A cut ofthisnaturewaa not foreseen in the initial trigger design. The 1992
conflguration of the FLT could not cut these events without hardware changes. The
SLT could in principle cut these events, but its processors had been designed three
years earlier to have accesa to data from calorimeter cells only, and not individual
PMTs. At the TLT, the calorimeter reconstruction code was modified to flag spark
eventa. Independent analysis code was then run offline to verify the performance of
the algorithm and to determine the safety of the cut. Once the cut was determined
to be aafe, it was switched on in the TLT.

The second cut employed in the TLT was calorimeter timing, detailed in Sec-
tion 3.5.3. Before enabling this cut, the same process of offline verißcation was fol-
lowed. An addi tional background reduction of 25% was made posaible uaing this cut.
As a further check on the efficiency of this trigger, a fraction of the events flagged

aa background were still output to tape. Online track reconstruction was also en-
abled in 1992 (see Section 3.5.5). Thia reconstruction was used to flag ewnüt aa
beam gas, if three or more well-reconstructed tracks were found outside the primary
interaction region.
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Figur« 3-6 77i* CPU procrssing time required by the TLT algorithms. Figure (a)
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The TLT has proven to be very powerful for the atudy, and Implementation,
of new cuts. Since the algorithms are written in FORTRAN, any physicist can easily

examine and anders tand the routin es. The development time for the first trigger
cuts waa almoat entirely spent in offline physics teating. The calorimeter trigger al-
gorithms werc basically flagging events online in the TLT within one day after their
deaign. During the development atage, a code writer can ezecute the TLT analysis

Software reading by raw data (Vom a file, and atep through the code with a füll de-
bugger. Compilation and linking times are generally on the order of 10 minutes or
lese. Once the code has been debugged, it is distributed to the TLT nodes over eth-
ernet via a remote copy program (the distribution to 30 nodes typically requires 10

minutes). The online performance of the Software is monttored in several ways,
through histograms, a statiatica-gathering module, and through log files (§ee 3ec-
tion 3.5.7). The ability for a user to telnet onto an individuat machine and examine
a log file is very helpful in monitoring performance.

The current programs run in the TLT are generated from about 40,000 lines
of FORTRAN analysis code and about 37,000 lines of C control code. Typical CPU
proceaaing times are ghown in Figure 3-5. The distribution of total procesaing time
required by the TLT in 1994 is given in Figure 3-5 (a). This indicatea a mean pro-

cessing time of about 340 ms. Ofthia lime, about 270 mswererequired by the track
reconstruction atgorithm.

During the running period of 1994, the Third Level Trigger continued to be
an essentia) component of ZEUS. Under normal Operation, the final stage trigger is

implemented last. However, the flexibility of the ZEUS trigger system allows for a
quick response to unexpected sources of high rates. The TLT is a powerful, fast, and

eanily debugged ayatem, with the ability to adapt to conditions unforeseen in the
original trigger or detector design.

3.5.3 The TLT Trigger Decüion

The TLT trigger decision is made in two stage«, shown in a flow chart in
Figure 3-6. The firet atage is the fast Identification of background events, while

maintaining a high efficiency for phyaics, and relies on calorimeter and track recon-
struction, and muon identjfication. The second stage ia the aelection of physics can-

didates, based on offline algorithms. To provide monitoring of the background

rejection algorithms and physics filters, a fraction of events is retained after back-
ground rejection; these events are indicated aa TLT passthru" in Figure 3-6. A sec-
ond sample is retained afler physics filters; these events are marked äs TLT
Sampling Filter" events. For example, the rejection factor of a given filter can be

estimated using theae events.

The first step of background rejection exploita the füll information of the

ZEUS calorimeter. Spark rejection (Section 3.3) ia performed at the TLT using the
left and right PMT information of each cell. This ia in contrast to the SLT apark re-
jection algorithm, which has acceas only to the summed PMT signals. As a apark
uaually occurs in only one PMT in a given cell, it may be identified by a large
left-right aaymmetry in cell energy:

asymmetry = L-R
Z.+R

>0.9 p-s)

where L, Rare the energies of the left and right PMT signala. An online TLT aaym-

metry distribution is given in Figure 3-7 (a) from a typical luminosity run. Spark
eventa are visibJe in Uns plot äs peaks near an asymmetry of ± l. Events are rejected
at the TLT if they contain a apark candidate with a cell energy sum of
L -t-Ä > 1.5 GeV, and if the energy in the remainder of the catorimeter is less than
2GeV.

Typical calorimeter global energy sums calculated by the TLT are ahown in
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Figure 3-7 Distributions of PMT asymmetries and calorimeter global tntrgy sums
calculated online by the TLT.

Figure 3-7. These aums include the quantity E-p, (see Section 4.1), the misaing
transverse energy (see Section 4.3), and the total calorimeter energy, The global en-
ergy sums are exploited by the physics filtere (Section 3.5.6)

To reject beam-gas interactiona, calorimeter timing cuts are made |52j. An
energy-weighted time ia calculated for the regiona FCAL, RCAL, and the combined
region F/B/RCAL (Global time). Participating PMT signals must be 200 MeV or
greater. The error on the time measurement (in na) of a PMT aignal äs a function of
ita energy ia parameterized aa:

Figure 3-6 fiow chart outlintng the TLT trigger decision.
P-«»

where o=0.4,6= 1.4, and c=0.65. The time average for a region j is calculated äs:

I <'/«?)
(. =



Figure 3-8 TLT online calorimettr timing distributions.

where the error on the regional time is:

("t

Figure 3-8 ahowa online TLT timing distributions uaing thia calculation. Figure 3-8
(a) ahowa the diatribulion of the measured PCAL minus RCAL time difference ver-
sus the RCAL time, while Figure 3-8 (b) ahowa the measured FCAL-RCAL time dif-
ference. One notes the dear physics peak, centered near zero RCAL time, and the
background peak at negative (eariy) RCAL times.

An event is rejected if there ia suffirient energy in a region (l GeV for the
RCAL and Global regiona and 2 GeV for the PCAL) and if oneof theconditions:

O-«)

(a) Cosmic (b) Beam Kalo

FigureS-fl Cosmic muons and btam halo muons identifiedby the TLT.

is aatisfied. The cut on the FCAL-RCAL time ia shown graphically in Section
Figure 3-8 (b) aa two lines joined by a double arrow.

3.5.4 The Rejection of Cosmic and Halo Muona

If an event passes the vetoea on aparka and timing, the TLT employs a muon

rejection algorithm, MUTRIG |S3|. The expected rate of coamic muons paasing
through the ZEUS detector is 0(20) Hz. Downward travelling muons can be identi-

fied by calculating the time difference of signals measured in the upper and lower
regiona of the calorimeter. Por an ep event, thia transit time will be approximately

zero. A down ward- travelling particie, however, will have a tranait time ofabout 6
ns in ZEUS. An example of a cosmic muon traversing ZEUS ia shown in Figure 3-9
(a). In this event, the muon entered front the upper right corner of the picture,
passed through the CTD, and exited in the lower left corner. Two reconstructed TLT
tracks are also visible aa lines in the CTD.

In addition to cosmics, proton-beam assodated halo muons occur at a rate of
aeveral Hz. A sample event is ahown in Figure 3-9 (b), which depicts a halo muon
entering the ZEUS calorimeter from the proton direction. For auch muons, the Vari-
ation of the x and y position of the energy deponits in the calorimeter cella will be
small and He along a straight line. Ifover50%of the energy in the calorimeter cor-
responds to a fitted muon trajectory, the event is identified äs a halo and vetoed.
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Figure 3-10 A sample online TLT z-uertex distribution from a luminosity run.

3.5.5 The Online Track Reconstruction

For further background identification, the TLT performa fast three-dimen-
aional track reconstruction in the CTD. Track reconatruction is exploited in identi-

fying background events that originale outside the interaction region. The tracking
information ia also used in refining the identification of cos m i c muons; events iden-
tified by MUTRIG äs a cosmic but having a TLT track passing through the nominal
interaction point are retained. The TLT hau available the füll offline tracking algo-

rithm VCTRAK (54), described in Section 4.4, bul performa partial reconstruction
due to CPU limitationa.

The reconfttructed tracks are fitted online to estimate the position of the event
vertex. The distribution \nz ia shown in Figure 3-10 for a typical luminosity run (see
also Figure 5-3). A Gausaian with varying mean, width, and normalization haa been
fitted to the data in thia distribution. The fit reaulta give a mean of 3.1 cm and a
width of 11.3 cm. The tails in the diatribution are due to residual beam-gas eventa,
and these can be auppresaed with a cut in the measured i-vertex of an event. The
analysis in this thesis makea a conservative cut online of | z .̂,̂  | < 75cm. Further-
more, the online track reconstruction provides an estimate of the momentum and
d irret ion of each track candidate, used in the physics filters (Section 3,5.6)
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Figur« 3-11 Diagnostic histograms from the TLT online track rvconstruction.

For offline checka, or to develop phyaica filtera, the track parametera are out-
put to the ADAMO table TLTVCHL. Similarly, the reconstructed vertexea are
atored in the table TLTVTX. The performance of the tracking ia monitored online
through aaeriesofhiatograms,ahown in Figure 3-11. Information on the numberof
tracka reconatructed, the outer superlayer used (layer 5 in 1994), the number of
CTD hita, and the fit reaiduaJs for axial, z-by-timing, and PADC information are
available. Such information ia vital to ahift crewa monitoring the CTÜ hardware.

The calibration constanta and monitoring reaults are naved run by run.
Figure 3-12 shows the hiatoiy of the FADC global tg, which ia the time offsct that
must be subtracted from the measured drift timea. The valuea are shown for all 1994
phyaica runa (8253 to 10263). The small glitches were uaually due to special runs.
One also notices shiftaaround run 8800 and 9050; these correspond to three changes
to the CTD Master Timing Controller (MTC). Also shown is the drift velocity over
the aame run period, and the differenoe between drift time in z-by-timing channels
compared to FADC channels. Thia providea a useful check on the FADC perfor-
manoe.
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3.5.6 The Physica Filtera

Following the event veto stage, the uecond atage of daasification is physica ae-
lection. After the TLT analysis modules have completed reoonstruction, an event is
claaaified. The categoriea include beam-gaa background, cosmic-ray background, or
a phyaics candidate. Ifa module positively identifies an event äs background, analy-
sis atopa and the event is classified. Depending on the trigger mode sent from the
operatore, the TLT may either (lag the event and pasa it, or reject the event.

Since the beam gaa background is atready very etrongly auppressed by the
first and seoond level triggers, the physics groups are obliged to migrate offline filter
atrategies to the TLT. A list of all the physics filters avaitable in 1994 is given in
Flgure 3-13. The filters are dtvided into aix major groups, which are soft (low-ener-

gy) photoproduction (8PP), deep inelasüc scattering (DIS), hard photoproduction

(HPP), exotics (EXO), muons (MUO), and heavy flavour production (HFL). There is
also a filter (VTX01) which selects a fraction of the eventa with a reconstructed ver-
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Flgure 3-14 Online TLThiatograma from the two eltctron finden.

tex, within |zMrfex|<75cm, and a filter (SAPOl) which selecta events tagged by the
FNC (Section 2.2) |55|.

The nominal aofl photoproduction filter triggera on eventa in which the acat-
tered electron is tagged by the LUMI electron calorimeter, having a reconstructed
energy of 3 GeV or greater. Thia filier was used primarily in 1993 to meaaure the
total photon-proton crosa-aection [561. In 1994, due to the high rate of thts filier, it
was diaabled by a large prescale factor. The production of elastic vector mesons,
ep -»VX, where V = p, K>, $, is selected by requiring a reoonstructed vertex with
fewer than aix CTD tracks, and there must be at leaat one two-track combination
with an invariant mass less than 2.5 GeV, asauming the tracks are n* .

The filtere to select neulral-current deep inelaatic scattering events rely on
the offline eleclron-identification algorithma, LOCAL |57] and ELECT5 [58), which
areinterfaced to the TLT. The LOCALalgorithmsearches for clustersof energy de-
[joailH in the calorimeter, and cutaon theratioof EMC/HAC energy, whileELECTS
suma the energy within a 11.5" cone around EMC cella. The diatributions in recon-
structed electron energy from EL ECS and LOCAL are given in Figure3-14. Apeak
al the incident electron energy is evident for LOCAL. ELEC5 does not exhibit a aig-
nificant peak because it is used only if LOCAL faila to reconstruct an electron can-
didate (see also Section 5.1.3).

Hard photoproduction eventa, which include the boeon-gluon fuaion proceaa
(see Section 1.5.II, typically produce one or more Jets in the final state. The HPPfil-

tere exploit a TLT jet-finding algorithm [59]. The remaining HPP filters make re-
quirements on global energy sums in the calorimeter, which are corrected for the
reconatructed z-vertex positionof the event (see Section 4.3), which must lie within

Exotic events (60] are aearched for in nominal neutral-current DIS eventa,
and in charged-current events, ep -» vX, in which the neutrino eacapea undetected,
resulting in a misaing transverse energy in the calorimeter. Exotic events may also
produce one or more u* , which are tagged by the muon detectors (see Section 2.2).
The TLT performs global muon reconstruction, by matching Information from the
muon detectors with energy depoaits in the calorimeter and reconstructed tracks in
the CTD.

Heavy flavour evenla refer to c and b quark production. The HFL filters ex-
ploit the TLT CTD track reconstruction. The D filter reconstructs the decay chan-
nel D -*D ** , by calculating the invariant mass difFerence, Am, between the
D** and the D° |61|. The decaya J/y->«V, u*u- are aearched for by matching re-
conatructed CTD tracks with reconatructed calorimeter cluaters |62|. The HFL fil-
ters used in the analysia in thia theaia are deacribed in detail in Section 5.1.3 and
Section 5.2.

Figure3-15 liats the number of events which aatisfy each filter, the filter
preacale factor, and the number pasaed afler the prescale. After each run, a hartl-
copy of thia liat is printed by the TLT.

3.5.7 Online Monitoring

Online monitoringof the TLT is availaWe via online histograms and a moni-
lordiaplay. In addition to the hiatograms ahown in Figures 3-5, 3-7, 3-8, 3-10,3-1 1,
and 3-14, the number of events selected by each phyaics filter is diaplayed in histo-
grams, which are updated every 60 eeconda. Thia Information allows the shifl crews
to monitor the physica filtere by comparing them to reference histograms, and for
the trigger group tomodify a filter if it producesan unacceptably high rate.

The overall atatua of the TLT ia given by a monitor diaplay, shown in
Pigure 3-15, taken from a typical run in 1994 (run 10009). The display showa the
number of TLT cratea online (six), and the number of events passed from the EVB
to the TLT (Valid_Level.3_Ei>tRts). Rejected apark eventa are indicatwl by
Number_ofJ$park_Euents, beam-gas events by RG_Enents, and cosmics by
No_of_Mu. The number of events accepted by the TLT after physics filters, includ-



ing pass-through ovents, is indicated by No_of_Ei>ents_Acctpted. At the bottom of
the display are the online fit results for the z-vertex of events passing one or more
physica filiers (see Figure 3-10).

3.6.8 The Offline Check»

Extensive monitoring and redundancy checka are performed. The cut valuea
used by the veto algorithms and physica filtere are written into the "begin of run
event" for each nin, which can be retneved by an online analysis program. Also add-
ed to the data stream are the reconstructed calorimeter energiea and times, the re-
conatructed CTD track and vertex parameters, the energy and position of electron
candidatea, and two bito for each filter. The first bit isset ifan event passes a given
filter, and thesecond bit iasetif the event also aatisfiea the filter preacale.

The performance of the TLT filtere is periodically monitored by the trigger
group. The Information from the TLT filter summary page, Figure 3-13, ia avatlable
for all 1994 luminosity runa, both in printed and machine-readable form.

The entire TLT filter code can be run offline (TLTZGANA), This code Ja used
to verify online trigger decisions, develop and tun« physics filtere, and to calculate
the trigger acceptance with Monte Carlo data (see Section 6.2.2).
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Chapter 4

Kinematics, Simulation, and

Reconstruction
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Figure 4-1 Schematic diagram for tlectron-proton scatttring.

4.1 The Kinematics of Electron-Proton
Scattering

Theleadingorderdiagram for deep-inelaaticelectron-proton scattering (DIS)

isshown in Figure4-l. The scattering is viewed aathe interaction ofa vectorboson
emittwi by theelectron, with a parton (q, q arg}in Ihe proton. Neutral current DIS
rcfcra to Y or Z° exchange, while charged-current DIS refers to W1 exchange. The

partonic final 8 täte in DIS contains the scattered quark and a spectator proton rem-

nant (diquark). For unpolarized electrons, the scattering can be described by the fol-
lowing independent variables:

k, k' Four-momentumof the initial, final lepton

P Four -momentum of the proton

q = (k -k") Four-momentumof the virtual boson

E, E' Energy of the initial, final lepton

6€ Polar angle of the final lepton

E. Energy of the initial proton

W Mass of the hadronic syatem

The four-momentum transfer squared is:

while the ep oentre-of-mass energy squared is:

which is 300.4 GeV for HERA (Equation (2-D). The invariant mass of the hadronic
system ia given by:

At HERA, W eztends up to the füll centre-of-masa energy, depending upon the four-
momentum transfer of an event The inelasticity parametery, which is proportional
U> the energy loss of the incoming electron in the proton rest frame, is:

V =
( P - q )
(k-P)

The variable*, which is the fractionof the proton momentum P carriedby the struck
parton [63] is:



The variables y and Q can be calculated from the measured energy Et and
angle Qf of the acattered electron, from |64|:

y, = i -

; = 2E,E', ( l + cos9(). (4-7)

In the analysia in this thesia, events are identified aa neutral-current DIS if an elec-

tron finder (aee Section 3.5.6) reconatructs an electron candidate with y, <0.7.

Events with a larger value of y, have a acattered electron energy of 5 GeV or less,
and the current jet in the event is in the direction of the scattered electron. Thejet
leads to an increaae in the hadronic energy deposite near the electron, and reduces
the efficiency of the electron finder to 50% or less [65]. The variable* can be calcu-
lated from the relation:

Q sxys (4-D

An alternative to the electron method is to reconstructy and Q2 from the hadronic
syatem, using the method of Jacquet-Blondel [66]:

2E.

(«•m

where the aum is made over all hadrona in the event, having four-vectors

(E,,p,j,pri,p,j)- The anelysisin thisthesis relieson the Jacquet-Blondel method to
calculate the hadronic centre-of-masa energy, W (see Section 4.3). Eventa with
Q < 4 GeV correspond to the scattered electron escaping undetected down the
RCAL beam-hole, and are dominated by pholoproduction (Q1 - 0).

In the analysia in this thesia, photoproduction and DIS events are combined
into one sample in ordcr to atudy hadronization in ep collisions. Thiscombination ia
justified by the property of factorization, which asserta that proceaaea ocurring at
the hadronization acale are independent of the ff of the initial interaction.

TTT

8YYT

Figur« 4-2 Rtsotued photon contributions to charm production.

43 Event Simulation
Electron-proton collisions are aimulated with a Monte Carlo program |67],

The name Monte Carlo refers to the "random" nature of the Simulation, since it in-
volves pseudo-random aampling of a large phase apace, auch äs a multi-dimensional
integral, which may be intractable uaing Standard numerical Integration.

The analysia in this thesis makes use of the PYTHIA 5.7 |68] Monte Carlo
event generator, interfaced to the JETSET 7.4 [69] program, which simulates had-
ronization using the LUND string model (see Section 1.3.3). The PYTHIA generator
simulates charm production based on QCD calculations to first-order in a , also re-
ferred to aa leading-order or LO. In ep collisiona, the LO QCD process for charm pro-

duction is photon-gluon fusion toa cc pair (see Section 1.5.1). The Monte Carlo also
indudes the rtsolved photon |?0] processes, which are Otoa*). Although the photon
is the pointlike gaugeboson of electromagnetiam, it alaohasa probability of coup-
ling toaqq pair which can interact strongly with a parton in the proton. These in-
teractions include the procesaea q-t-q-tcc and g+g-*cc, aa illustrated in
Figure 4-2. The first diagram shows a quark from the qq pair interacting with an
antiquark from the proton, while the second and third show a gluon radiated by the
qq pair interacting with a gluon from the proton. These processes are referred to äs
hord subprocesstt, becauae they are cakulable in perturbative QCD due to the scale

set by the mass of the charnvquark. The default scale uaed by PYTHIA to calculate

the amplitudes for theae procesaes ia (f = me+PL< where mc is the charm mass, set
to 1.5 GeV, and p± Ja the tranaverae-momentum of the c quarks.

The crosa-section a for the production of two partona, kl, in an ep collision
with Q*t ' 0 ia calculated äs |71]:



where a parton i from the photon with momentum firaction */ interacts with a par-

lonj from the proton with momentum fraction x%. The term ft,j_,t| i* 'he croas-aec-

tion for the hard subprocess, and ja described in terms of the kinematic variable:

' =
= <P*-P/ (4-11)

The probability of finding a given parton j in the proton with momentum fraction *

is parameterized by a parton distribution 163], thia is indicated by the term

/)/,(*a. <?S) • These distributiona are determined from fits to data measured at a giv-
en Qo, and are evolved to the Qz scale of the interaction uaing the Altarelli-Parisi

equationa [72]. A parton distribution for the photon is induded, /",/,(*!, Q ), which
gi ves the probability of the electron radiating a photon which subeequentlyinteracta

through the processea described above. In the analysia in this thesis, the event Sim-

ulation makes uae of the MRSG [731 «trwcture function for the proton and the

GRVHO [74] structure function for the photon.

Higher-order corrections in am to the initial and final stetes are made in

PYTHIA and JETSET using the parton shower approach (see Section 1.3).

To aimulate the detector response, events are pasaed through a detector Mon-

te Carlo MOZART |75|, which is baaed on the GEANT (76) routines. The trigger is

simulated with the CZAB [77] program. The mass production of events using the

PYTHIA, MOZART, and CZAR programs is achieved using the FUNNEL [77) sya-

tem.

4.3 The Calorimeter Reconstruction
Tomeaaure the energy of particles passing through the uranium calorimeter,

one relies on the fact that the Charge depoaited in the lefl and right PMTa of each

calorimeter cell is directly proportional to the deposited energy, and the calibration
of this hasbeen determined from teat beama (78). Online, corrections are applied to

the caiculated energy, including detector efTects from cracks and spaces, non-linear-

ities in PMT reaponse, PMT gain corrections determined by monitoring the UNO,

and corrections for out-of-time signala such äs cosmics |79|.

Calorimeter cel) noise, primarily due to uranium radioactivity, ia suppresaed

by a cut at about four times the RMS of the noise aignal. This correaponds to a cut
of60MeVforEMCcellsand 110 MeVfor HAC cells. In 1994, the RMS width of the

noise signal for several PMTa woraened, possibly due to defective PMTs, aignal

pileup, or miscalibration ISO]. Toremove these o>lls, a tighter cut is made at 80 MeV

for isolatcd BMC cells and 120MeV for isolated HAC cells. Because usually only one

>400
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Figur« 4-3 The correlation bttween the generated and nconstructed hadronic
centre-of-maa» energy W.

of two PMTa in a given cell ia noisy, cella with an energy imbalancefBquation (3-5))

ofO.Torgreaterand energy lesa than 700 MeV are also suppressed.

An overall energy scale correction ia applied to the data, according to studies

of effecte auch äs inactive detector material (81). The correction applied is +6% to

BCAL cell energies and +2.5% to RCAL cell energiea. Global energy sums in the cal-

orimeter are caiculated by summing the energy four-vectore of each cell, defined

with reapectto the nominal interaction point (aee Section 2.2). If the event has are-

conatructed CTD vertex (see Section 4.4.2), the cell positions are recalculated with
respect to this vertex.

An important quantity derived from the calorimeter energy measurement ia

the hadronic centre-of-mass energy W,<Equation (4-31), which may be caiculated äs:

(4-13)



where Equation (4-9) and Bquation (2-l thave been used. The sum is taken overall
cells not associated with a scattered electron, with four-momentum squared Qt. To
correct for energy loeses in inactive material in the detector, W^n- ia recalculated äs:

Wctrr= (W-(10.4±0.3))/(0.802±0.002) <4-i«>

This correcüon function has been determinedfromacomparison of the reconatruct-
ed and generated W from Monte Carlo Simulation. The correlation between the re-

constructed Wror7- after correction and the generated value is shown in Figure 4-3.

An o t her important quantity is the transveree energy of an event (aee Section
5.1.3), defined aa:

(«-H»

where px and p., are the* andy component of the four-vector of each calorimeter cell,

and the sum is taken over all cells. Similarly, the "misaing" transveree energy, char-
acteristic of charged-current events, is calculated aa:

This quantity is used in the FLT selection, described in Section 5.1.1.

4.4 Track Reconstruction

Reconstruction of particle trajectories in the tracking detectors is performed
using the VCTRAK |54| package. Although VCTRAK usea data from the CTD, VXD,
RTD, and SRTD, the analysis in this thesis makes uae ofonly the CTD and VXD.

Tracks are reconstructed Brat in two dimenaions, (x.y), and then continued to
three dimensions using z-by-timing and z-by-atereo Information from the CTD.
Track candidates begin asaseedin an outerlayer of the CTD, and arefollowed in-
ward to the origin al x = y = 0. A aeed conaists of three CTD hite from an axial au-

perlayer. To aid in guiding the hit inwards, a fourth Virtual hit* is added at the
beam line. The track candidate is extrapolated inward, gathering additional hita
with increasing preciaion. Normally 85% of a candidate's hita must be unique to i t,
unleasa track apana at leaat two axial auperlayera and all shared hits are in the out-
er layer.

Q=+1

Figur« 4-4 The track htlix parameters. In this examplt the track has a positive
charge Q, radius R, andis locateda distance Dfj from the reference point at <x,yl =
(0,0) at angle tff. It is located at ZU in the (z,r) plane at an angle a

4.4.1 The Track fit

Following pattern recogniüon, a 5-parameter helix model is Mtted to a track
candidate, äs shown in Figure 4-4. The parametera are measured with respect to a
reference point in the (x,y) plane, chosen to be (0,0). The helix parameters are: *H

the tangent angle to the hetii; Qf R, the signed curvature, where Q ia the Charge and
R the helix radius; QDff, the signed distance from the origin to the reference point
on the helix; z//, the z-coordinate of the reference point on the helix; and cot e. where
eis the tangent angle to the helix in the fe,r) plane. In addition, anixth parameterS
ia included to account for acattehng between the VXD and CTD.

A comparison of the reconatructed momentum of the track to the true momen-
tum for Monte Carlo data (aee Section 6.2.4) is given in Figure 4-6. In thia caae,
eventa are generated to aimulate a typical three-body decay, D* -*$i? , (see Sec-

tion 5.5), and then paased through the detector Simulation. The momenta of the re-
constructed tracks are aummed to give the total momentum, which is plott«d on the

y-axis. The x-axis givea the generated momentum of the initial particle. Thia indi-
cates a good correlation over all momenta generated. The scattered points at mo-
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Flgure 4-5 The comlation bettaeen the gentrattd and nconstructed track
transvtrse-momtnta.

menta around 2 GeV are background due to the selection of wrong track
combinations.

Oflen theangularcoordinateofareconstnicted track is expresaed in termaof

itspseudorapidity, defined to be
Q

= -log( tan-) (4-17)

where 6 is the polar angle. To be well-reconstnicted in the CTD, a track must He

within -1.75<f) < 1.75.

4.4.2 Vertex finding

Vertex finding JB performed in a three-stage process: track filtering, to re-

move tracks incompatible with the beam line; a simple vertex fit, which calculates
the weighted fx,jvz)of the remaining tracka; and a füll vertexfit, in which thedirec-

lion and curvature of the tracks are adjusted to the final vertex position. To guide

Ihr fit to the origin, a space point at the beam position in the (x,y) plane is induded

in both verU-x fits, with o. = a = 0.7 cm.

f V

Momentum (G«V/c)

Figur« 4-< 77i* theorttical ionization tnergyloss (dE ldx) versua particle
momentan forpions, muona, electrona, koona, protons, and deuttrons in the ZEUS
CTDgtu.

4.5 Particle Identification
The CTD is instrumented with PADG in order to meaaure the ionization loss

of partjcles. The pulse height Information is uaed in determining the likelihood of a

track being an electron, muon, pion, kaon, proton, or deuteron. The pulse-height

data are a measurement of the ionization energy los« of a particle in the chamber

gas. For a particle with mass m > mr, the ionization energy loss is described by the

Bethe-Bloch equation:

(*-«•)

which holdsfor a partideof chargezt passing through amaterial with atomicnum-

ber Z and atomic weight A. Here me is the electron mass, re the classical electron

radius, the product 4«WAr*m»rl isequal to 0.307075 MeVg'1cm2 for A = l gmol"1

and / is the mean excitation energy for the material.



Theenergy loss is a function of the particle's velocity: ß = -. As themomen-
tum increases from near zero, the energy loss falls äs 1/ß1 until about ßy~3 , at

which point the ionization minimum is reached (821, As ß continues to increase, the

term containing In (ßV) begins to dominate and the energy loss riaea, this ja re-
ferred lo äs the region of relativistic rise. For larger momenta, ßy - 10, polarization
of the medium results in electric screening effects, and causes the energy loss to lev-

el off; this ja known äs the Fermi plateau. Thia ia reflected in the factor 5/2, and ia

dependent on the density of the medium. Energy losa curves for common particle
apeciesin thegaHoftheCTDaregiven in Figure 4-6. ThedE/dx valuesarenormal-
ized to the pion-band minimum ionization value, and the electron ia approximated
aaaatraightline. Forexample,c/E/<£x allows for pion/kaon Separation for momenta

p < l GeV/c and p > 2 GeV/c.

4.6.1 dE/dx Reconstruction

Corrections are applied to the CTD FADC pulse height Information of a track

to determine ita dE/dx. These corrections indude the path length of the track, the
wire-by-wire gain, the angle between the track and the drift direction (y'), and the
i-position of the track,

The energy loss of a particle in a thin abaorber, or a gaa, invdves a amall num-
ber of oolliaions, with the posaibility of a large energy tranafer in a single colliaion
183). The probability distributkm follows a Landau curve, äs ahown in Figure 4-7.
In this caae the moat probable energy losa correaponda to the peak of the diatribu-
tion, but the mean ia ahifted to a higher value due to the long teil, Rather than tak-
ing the average of all the pulse height* of a track, a truneated mean of the pulse

heighta ia calculated. This is achieved by rejecting the 30% highest pulse heights, aa
well aa the lowest 10%.

Variations in temperature and atmospheric pressure, äs well äs wire voltage,
can introduce a run-by-run Variation in dE/dx. To correct for these effects, the
dE/dx valuea are normaJized to the value of minimum ionization of the pion band.
ThedE/dr meaaurements for tracka with momentum 0.3<p<0.4 GeV are fitted to
a Gaussian with varying mean, width, and normal]zation. A Gauasien is a good ap-
proiimation to the diatributiona when only the points near the peak are included in

the ßt. The fitted meana of the pion band obtained for the 1994 data are shown in
Figure 4*8, for both electron and positron runa. A large jump in valuea is apparent
in thia plot, correaponding to a change in the CTD high voltage setting.
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Figure 4-7 A aamplt Landau distribution from the CTD pulse height data.

The (JE/<ir values decrease aa a function of polar angle from cos e = 11 tocos
e =0, becauae of a space charge effect. Tracks travelling nearly perpendicular to a

wire result in a »maller region of charge collecüon on the wire. The higher concen-
tration of avalanche electrona around the wire reducea the electric field, so (hat fur-
ther electrona are not collected. This results in a lower pulse-height. Figure 4-9 (a)

illuatrates thia angular dependence, and a straight-line fit the data in region
0 < COBÖ < 0.8, gives the correction function:

dE/dx
(1.0 + 0.14|cose|)

where the correction iaaymmetricin cose. The effect of this correction ia shown in
Figure 4-9 (b). A« the angle of a reconstructed track mcreases from cos{0) =0.8 to

COB (9) = l, the fraction of hita in a reconstructed track which have a saturated
pulse height increases, due to the increase in path length. Since the reconstruction
algorithm doea not apply correctiona to saturated hita, once the percentage of satu-

rated hita exceeds 30% the truncated mean ia affected. Poaaible Solutions include
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Figur« 4-8 Tht dEldx correction /äcfora for 1994 ZEUS CTD dato.

caJculating the median of pules heights for tracks with over 30% ofthe hite saturat-
ed, or removing such tracks with a cut on the polar angle.

4.5.2 The Likelihood Method for Particie Identification

To maximale the use of Information fr o m dEldx measurementa, and to in-

crease the available statistics, a likelihood mtthod of particie Identification is used.
Thia method, outlinedbelow, isauperiortosimplecutaon fixed values. Forexample,

a simple cut on the measured dEldx of a reconstructed track might be

dE/dx >2.p <0.6 GeV, which could be uaed toisolatearegion of/f* in Figure4-6.

Howevcr, this cut reduces the a tat ist i es by removing higher momentum tracka. Fur-

th er more, such acutdoesnot takeinto account fluctuationa in thedfi/ttt measure-
ment.

Th«- likelihood that an observed particie corresponds to a givenmaaa hypothe-

sism is:

Pm =
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Figur« 4-9 TA« dEldx correction äs a function of polar angle a 77** function
dettrmined from afitto (a) is applied to the dato in (b).

where the aumia taken over the particie asaignments: (i = f, ji, x.K.p.d). The rel-

ative particie abundances N, are taken to be unity (a more aophisticated analyais
would calculate the relative abundances, although this Ja a amall correction). The xf

for each mass assignment is calculated from the equation:

dE

where the measured dEldx is the reconatructed value for a track, and the theoreti-

cal dEldx is the predicted value from the Bethe-Bloch curvegiven the track momen-

tum and mass m,. The art is the error in the theoretical dEldx due to the

uncertainty in the momentum measurement. The om<

resolution in the data äs followa.
is determined from the

Tracks with momenta from 0.25 to 0.35 GeV are selected and the dEldx mea-

surementa in this interval plotted; this is flimilar to the method uaed to dptermine

the correction factors from the pion band. Plots of dEldx versus the numberof hits
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Figure 4-10 The measurementa used to determine the CTD dEldx rtsoiution in
1994 dato.

n after truncation are shown in Figure 4-10, in bina of five hita. The diatribution

around the peak in each plot may be approximated by a Gauaaian. The o of a Gaus-

sian fitted to the peak gives the dEldx resolution, defined äs Qt„jMtff = o^u.

where |i is the fitted tnean. The dEldx resolution for the 1994 data in bin« of hits

after truncation ia plotted in Figure4-11. It is of the expected form, a/JnQb,

where the addition ia in quadrature. Af i t to the Distribution of Figure 4-11 givea:

(4-tn

When the same procedure Ja applied (o Monte Carlo data, the result is shown in

Figure 4-12. The fitted resolution ia:

L dE/dx juc

x)-\ 0.49 ± 0.03)' ,
Lc = V n * (°'0)

• * l* IS l« » N M 4«
Number of Hits (n)

Figure 4-11 The CTD dEldx Resolution versus numbtr oftrack hits after
truncation for the 1994 dato.

Figure 4-12 The CTD dE/dx Resolution versus n umher oftrack hits after
truncation for Monte Carlo data.



When calculating a mass likelihood for a reconatructed track, Equation (4-23) is
used when analyzing Monte Carlo data and Equation (4-22) is used for real data

4.5.3 Applications of Particle Identification

An ezample of the likelihood method in identifying JT ia shown in
Figure 4-13. The first plot shows the dB fdx versus momentum from the 1994 data.
The n* , K* ,p' banda are clearly visible, aa well aa an electron band (see below). The
aecond plot gives the kaon likelihood distribution (KLH). The third diatribution cor-
reaponda to selecting the likelihood KLH > 1%. This diatribution shows a clear aep-
aration of n from the other banda.

A practical application of the likelihood cut ia given in Figure 4-14. The first
plot shows the invariant mass spectrum of oppoaite-sign track pairs. The aecond
shows the sarne spectrum where the likelihood of the tracks being A* ia required to
be KLH >90%. A clear f aignal ia evident.

A further utility otdEldx ia the identification of electrons and positrons. In
Figure 4-15, a 'zoom-in' view of the dEldx bände is provided, for the momentum
ränge 0.2 < p < 0.35Ge V. A clear electron band is seen. This is also visible in the sec-
ond plot, which shows the pion peak and a am all er electron ahoulder. Electron iden-
tification by dE Idx is uaed in a ZEUS analysis to reconatruct the decay J/y -»***"
[621.

The analysis in thia theaia makea uae of particle identification in reconstruct-
ing charm hadron decaysfrom Ä* , A ,p candidates (aee Chapter 5).

4.6 The Fragmentation Parameter
The fragmentation parameter z, from Equation (1-18) and Section 1.5.2, ia de-

fined for a particle M produced in tp co! listen s to be:

P-PH
Z = (4-M)

p.q

where pM is the four-vector of the particle. Experimentally, thia quantity is:

(4-18)

where the numerator is calculated from the reconstnicted tracks of the particle, and
the denominator is calculated from the calorimeter reconstruction, including an al-
gorithm to idpnlify the conlribution from the scattered electron i t ' ) iSection 6.2).
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likelihood method.
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Chapter 5

Observation of Charmed Hadrons

5.1 The Event Selection

Events are selected in which the following charmed hadrons, and their

charge-conjugates, are produced:

D' = cd w

D, = cä (*•»

A* = udc (M)

Theae repreaenl all of the lightest charmed mesons and the lightest charmed bary-

on. Offline, theae hadrona are identified by reonnstructing the trackaof their decay

products and calculating invariant mass distributions. Online, however, the trig-

gers rely on the calorimeter energy deposit R of the particles in each event, and on

the reconstructed track momenta and the event vertex position. Charmed hadrons

are searched for both in photoproduction eventa, Q =0, in which the scattered elec-

tron is not detected in the main calorimeter, and in DIS events. Triggers are choaen

which select both claaaes of events.

5.1.1 The First Level Trigger Selection

To select both photoproduction and ÜIS events, twoof theGFLT triggersare

selected. The first is FLT 43, which usea reconstructed tracks from the CTD-FLT

(app Section 3.2) and global energy sums from the CAL-FLT (see Section 3.2).

The CTD-FLT dassifies an event based on the total numberof reconstructed

tracks in an event which intersect the primary interactionregion. In 1994 the CTD-

FLT event classes were 0 (reject), l (unknown), Z (good track), and 3 (very good

track). If an event h äs 2 or more reconatructed tracks and satisfies

n (vertex tracks)/« (total tracka) >0.41, then the event dass is 3. If at least one

reconstructed track intersects the nominal z-vertex, the event class ia 2. Class 0
eventa have at leaat one reconstructed track but none which point to the vertex, and

the remaining eventa are dasa 1. FLT 43 requires that an event be claaa 2 or claas 3.

Along with the requirement on reconstructed- tracks, FLT 43 includea five

subtrigger» on global energy sums. Theae subtriggers are illuatrated in Figure 5-1,

which showa (z,r) sectiona of the ZEUS calorimeter (see Section 2.2). The nominal

interaction point for ep collisiora is indicated by an X, and produced partides are
drawn äs ünes originating from thfs point, The first subtrigger requirea a minimum

rJPLT

energy depoait in the calorimeter, KCAL > 15 GeV. For thia calculation, the inner
three rings of towers around the forward beampipe, and the inner ring of towers

around the rear beampipe, are excluded. This suppresses the contribution from

beam-gas events, which typically have Iow pf and energy deposits concentrated

around the beampipe regions. The second subtrigger detecte the electromagnetic
shower of a scattered electron in the BCAL, by requiring an electromagnetic energy

deposit £ggMc > 3-4 GeV . The third subtrigger demands a large missing transverse

energy &fmHI> 12 GeV; thia is characteriatic of a charged-current event ep -» vX

in which the v eacapes undetected. Thefourth subtrigger sei ects eventa in which the

electron scattera in the RCAL direction. This subtrigger demands that the electro-

magnetic energy deposit in the RCAL EMC be &PEMC > % GeV , again excluding the

inner ring of towers to auppress the contribution from beam-gas events which occur

upstream of the detector. The fifth subtrigger searches for events with a medium to

high energy scattered electron, by aumming the energy deposits in all the electro-

magnetic sectiona of the calorimeter, excluding the F/RCAL beampipe regions, and

requires that E£Lc> 10 GeV.

The aecond FLT slot uaed is FLT 30, which is designed specifically to aelect

DIS events in which the electron scattera in the RCAL direction. This reliea on an

electron-finding algorithm, which eearches for an electromagnetic ahower in the
RCAL by making cuts on the Isolation of energy deposits and on the ratio of EMC to

HAC energy.

For both FLT 30 and 43, a cut is made on the timing information of th<- C5

detector, the Vetowall, and the SRTD (see Section 2.2). These cuts select fp eventa,



Flgure 5-1 Schematic ofFLT subtriggers. The darkened areas indicate the rtgions
active in euch subtriggtr.

originating from the nominal interaction region, and auppresa beam gas eventa

which originale outside this region (see Section 3.5.3).

5.1.2 The Second Level Trigger Selection

At the GSLT empty triggers and »parke are removed (aee Section 3.3). Beam-
gas and coamica are rejected by calorimeter timing cuta. In addition, eventa with

(E-p,)cÜi **"* *-*ê  are vetoed, aa this is above the maximumvalue for ep eventa
(aee Figure 5-2 (b)), taking into account the calorimeter energy reaolution.

To aelect charm production at the GSLT, two triggers are used. The first ia
SLT HFL 03 which makes three requirement* on the CAL-SLT global energy sums.
The firet cut is on the ratio of longitudinal energy to total energy (P,/E); distribu-
tion* for this quantity are plotted in Figure 5-2 (a). In this figure, background data
from the TLT Sampling filter are ahown aa points, while D, Monte Carlo data are
plotted äs a line hiatogram, and the data are normalized to the number of Monte

Carlo eventa. The data are a mixture of a amall number of charm produclion events

combined with a l arge sample of non-charm eventa, and so can be considered to be

mostly background. The data exhibit an exceas over the Monte Carlo n rar
(P,/E) « l ;toreduce the rate from these events a cut is madeof (PI/E)CAL <0.94.

ThesecondrequirementofSLTHFLOSisbasedonthe (E-p,) oftheewnt.

Aa shown in Figure 5-2 (b), the distribution in this quantity from D, Monte Carlo

exhibits two features: a peak near 50 GeV; and a peak near zero. The firsl pcak re-
aults ftom eventa in which the scattered electron ia detected in the main calorime-
ter, reaulting in an (E-pt) oftwice the inddent electron beam energy. The second

feature is a falling distribution peaked near zero; thia is from photoproduction
events in which the Bcattered electron escapes through the RCAL beam pipe hole.

Data from the TLT Sampling filter are auperimpoaed äs solid points. To reduce the
contribution of beam-gas and low-energy photoproduction, a cut ia made of
(E-pt)cAL> 4 GeV, which corresponds to a minimum W, from Equation (4-13), of

about 80 GeV.

The third requirement for SLT HFL 03 is that the BCAL and RCAL EMC en-
ergy aum satiafiea EgKMC + E^suc > 2 GeV; this is used to tag either the electro-

magnetic ahower from an electron scattered in the BCAL or RCAL, or the decay
products of photoproduction events.

The aecond SLT trigger used isSLTDIS 01, which selecta events in which the
scattered electron showera in the EMC section of the calorimeter. The trigger re-

quires that one of the following subtriggers be aatisfied: ERKUC > 2-5 GeV or

^BSMC > 2-5 C^V OT ^FSMC > 1° GeV or *THAC > I0 GeV •To ßuppress the contribu-
tion from photoproduction, a cut is made of(E-p,)cAL + 2 (^LVUI^ > %* ^e^ • Tne

inclusion of the energy measured in the LUMI-ylaggerkeepe eventa in which aphc-
ton is radiated in the initial state and ia detected by the luminoaity monitor.

5.1.3 The Third Level Trigger Selection

At the TLT, three filtere are used to identify charm production. These filtere
rely on the fact that charmed hadrons produce decay producta with relatively high
transverse momenta compared to the background of moeüy low-momenta piona.
The firet two filtere exploit the TLT track reconstruction, and demand that the re-

constructed tracka are fitted to a common vertex. Thia requirement reduces the com-
binatorial background which would occur if all reconatructed tracka are uaed.
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Flgure 5-2 Global energy sum distributions for data (points) from tht TLT
xampling filttr and Montt Carlo ftine histograms). The vertical axis gives the
number oftwnts, white cut calites are indicated by vtrttcal lines.

The firet TLT filter ta DST 22; Heavy Flavour Charm Filttr. Because hadron-
ic charm decays typicaliy produce two or tnore high-p-p oppositely charged particles,

thia filter demands that at least two tracka are reconatructed with opposite charge,
each havingpr>0.4 GeV. To be well-reconstructed in the CTD, both track candi-
dates muat lie with in the polar angle 15° < fl < 165°.

Charm production typicaliy involves a hard initial interaction; thia is reflect-

ed in the transverse energy apectnim of the event. As ahown in Figure 5-2 (c), charm
Monte Carlo events, plotted aa a line hiatogram, have a higher minimum ET than
the sampling filter data, ahown äs solid points, A cut ia made in thia filter at
ET>6GeV. In addition, the cut made at the 8LT on (P, /E) ia tightened to

Becauae the output rate of DST 22iaO(l) Hz, which approachea the allowed
TLT limit for each of the physics groupe, it ia prescaled by a factor 5. However, the
eflective preacale ia doaer to l, because the majority of events which satisfy thia fil-
ter but which are prescaled, are aelected by another TLT filter. Thia increases the
overall atatiatics, but also compHcates the acceptance calculation.

The aecond TLT filter used isDST 28: Heavy Flavour bb Filter. This filter re-
quirea that two oppoaite-aign tracks are reconstructed, each with pr>0.5 GeV.
Their combined momentum sum muat satisfy pj. + p"r>2,0 GeV. Typicaliy, beam-

gas eventa depoeit most of their energy in the forward region, and this can be sup-
presaed by makingan angular cut, The transverae energy outaide a 10° conearound
the PCAL beampipe ia denoted by the variable ET . Charm eventa are aelected by
DST 28 if they satisfy fij,0' > 12 GeV. Thia filter ia not prescaled.

Both filters demand that the event vertex be j^r^xl < 75 cm (Figure 3-10),
this removes beam-gaa events not rejectcd by calorimeter timing.

To aelect DIS events, the trigger used ia DST 1 1: Nominal DIS. This filter ia

deaigned toselect events in which the scattered electron ia detected in themain cal-
orimeter, based on one ofthree aelection criteria. The first requirement is that the

energy measured in the inner ring of towera of the electromagnetic sectiem of the
RCAL be Bjj£Jc'** > 6 GeV or that the energy in the region outside the beampipe

** *jwic "*"*>* G«V. «r *he energy in the BCAL EMC be EBEMC>4 GeV. The
second requirement is that the event satisfy (£-p,) +2(ELUMI.) >25 GeV,
and (E~pl)CAL< 100 GeV. The third requirement isthat one of two electron finder
algorithma identify an electron in the main calorimrter, having a reconstructed en-
ergy of Et > 4 GeV (aee also Section 3.5.6).
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Figur« 8-3 The 1994 uerttx distribution for ZEUS events öfter DST
selection.

8«J«ction

Events on Disk

DST Bits Selection

Require Vertex

Cut | z-vertex | < 45 cm

Reconstruct 2 or more tracks

Fit 2 or more tracks to vertex

Even U RoiMbiinf

14.264,539

5,262,149

5,114,109

4,790,465

4,767,906

4,746,047

Table 6-1 Offline pnselection cuta.

K

Figur« 6-4 Schematic ofthe decay D° —> K «*.

5.1.4 The Offline Preselection

Offline, to remove residual beam-gaa events, a tighterz-vertex cut is made,

taking advantage ofthe füll offline VCTRAK reconatniclion. The z-vertex distribu-

tion for the 1994 data m ahown in Ftgure 5-3. A Gaussian is fitted to the data, with

a fitted mean of 1.9 cm, and fitted width of 10.8 cm. Offline a cut is made at

l*»r««l < 45 cm •

The effect of the preselection cuts on the data is summarized in Table 5-1.

Following theae cuta, further cuts are made to isolate charmed hadrons in the indi-

vidual decay channels. For eachof theae channels, all offline track candidates must

have at least two reconstructed track candidates which are fitted to a common ver-

tex. All offline track candidates must lie within |nj < 1.75, to ensure that thcy are

well-meaaured.

5.2 Observation of the D°
The D meson can be identified through the decay channel shown in

Figure5-4:

0°. JTV

Thii is known aa a spectator decay, in which the charm quark emits a virtual W*,

which decays into a ud pair, forming a n*. The ü quark doeu not participate in this

reaction, but combinea with the * quark to form a K- . The world average branching

ratio for thia decay process ia 3.83 ± 0.12% [33).
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Flgure 6-S Comparison ofdata (points) after TLTftlters with D° Monte Carlo (line
histogram). The atUction cut ia indicattd by a vtrtical lint.

To reconatruct this decay, invariant maaa combinations are made for pairs of
opposite-sign track candidates. Both K* and K' mass hypotheaea are allowed for
each track. To reduce the combinatonal background, cuts on the track candidate
Iransverse momentum are made: pT(K) > 1.0 GeV and PT(JI) > 1.0 GeV. Each
track candidate muat pass through at least three auperlayers of theCTD toremove
poorly-reconstructed track candidates. Tracks considered for a K mass hypotheaia
are required to be identified by dE/dx with a likelihood of at leaat 0.01 (Section
4.5.2). To ensure that the dEldx resolution is of OU5%) or better, a minimum of 15
or more hits after truncation is required. Each track combination muat also satisfy
p r(D°)>1.4GeV.

In addition, a cut is made on the ratio of the transverse momentum of the D
to the transverae energy outside the 10-degree forward (PCAL) cone. As shown in
Figure 5-5, the sampling filter data, plotted äs points, tend to peak towards zero for
this ratio, while the D Monte Carlo distribution, ahown aa a line histogram, is shift-
ed towards higher values. A cut is made at pT(D ) /ET > 0.2
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Figur« 5-6 Observation oftht D.D.

Using these cuta, the invariant maaa distribution shown in Pigure 5-6 ia ob*
tained. A Gauaaian and exponential background are fitted to the data, allowing the
mean u, width o, and normatization N of the Gauaaian to Vary:

N
«P -5

Atthough the background ia closer to a polynomial over a l arge mass region, an ex-
ponential is a good approxitnation to the background in this limited masa window.
Note that the plot ia zero-suppreaaed, indicating the high level of combinatarinl
background still present with these cuta. The fitreaulta give 966 ± 106 [f/D can-
didates, with a fitted m ans of 1.864 ± 0.002 GeV. Thia is in good agreement with the
acoepted mass of 1.8645± 0.0005 GeV (33).



Figure 5-7 Schematic diagram far the decay D* -» Ä~ n* n*.

5.3 Observation ofthe D*
From a subset of the 1994 data, the decay:

D* -»K* »t1 Ä* (i-7)

is reconatructed. A schematic for this decay isshown in Figure 5-7. Thecquarkde-

caya to an 5 quark by emitting a virtual W+, which in turn couplea to a «* in the final

atate. A u ü pair tunnela out of the colour field; this procesa is represented aymboli-

cally in the figure by the emiasion and branching of a gtuon. The s and ü quarka

form a K- , while the remaining u and d quarks form a aecond Ji*.

Three-track combinations are taken, with the requirement that each K- maaa

hypothesis have a likelihood of 0.01 or higher, and that each treck candidate have

15 or more hits after truncation. The allowed Charge combinationa must correapond

to K'**** and tfVit- for the D* and the D' reapectively. Each track candidate

muat have a minimum p<p of 0.5 GeV, and each D-meson candidate muat aatisfy

pr(D* ) >3.0 GeV. The reaulting invariant maas distribution with these cuta ia

ahown in Figure 5-8. A Gausaian atgnal with varying mean, width, and normaliza-

tion along with a second order polynomial background are fitted to the data. The fit

reaulta give 88±32 candidat«s, with a measured maaa of 1.878 ± 0.004 GeV. Thia is

in reaaonable agreement with the accepted maaa of 1.8693 ±0.0005 GeV (33).
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Figure M Observation ofthe decay D* -* K* K* Jt1 .

This representa the firet observation ofthe if meson in ep collisions. The ac-

ceptance ofthe Z)1 is not yet known for ZEUS, and so no croas-sectjon is calculated.

With knowledge ofthe acceptance, and higher statiatics, one could determinc the

crosB-section retio:

which is aensitive to the vector-to-pseudoscalar meson production ratio [321, de-

acribed in Section 1.3.1.
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Flgure 6-9 Schematic diagmm for the decay \'t -»/>ÄT n*.

5.4 Observation of the A*

The A' «rf AJ are identified via the decays:

Ac —»pÄTji , A^ —*pK iT, (M|

äs illustrated in Figure 5-7. The c quark decays to an s quark by emitting a virtual
W*, which couples U) a K* m the final state. The tunneling of a uü pair out of the
colour fietd is shown symbolically by the emission of a gluon. The 9 and ü quarka
couple to a K' in the final state, while the two u and d quark« couple to a proton in
the final state. The world average branching fraction for this decay ia 4.4 ± 0.6%
[33].

To reconstruct thia decay, three track combinations are taken, with the
charge of the tracka corresponding to p. ff. K*, or pK * for the charge-conjugate.
For every p, K~,n' mass hypothesis, a likelihood assig n me n t of at leaat 0.1 is re-
quired, and each reconstnicted track m ÜB t have 15 or more hita after truncation.
Bach track must have minimumpj-of 0.5 GeV and lie within |TI| < 1.75. The \ can-
didates must satisfy P f ( \ ) > l GtV and |r)(A r) | < 1.75. Tosuppress background,
a cut ia m ade on the quantity (E-p,)A /(E-pr)CfL>0.5 (see Section ), and on

n = 107 ± 35
mass - 2.282 ± 0.015GeV

2,1 3
mass (CeV)

Figur« 5-10 Obstruktion ofthe

The tesulting mass distribution is shown in Figure 5-10. A Gaussian signa)
with varying mean, width, and normalization, and a second arder polynomial back-
ground are fitted to the data. The fit reaulte give a signal of 107 ± 35 candidates, and
a fitted maaa of 2.282 ± 0.015 GeV. The fitted mass is in agreement with the accept-
ed value of 2.2849 ± 0.0006 GeV [331.

This represents the first obeervation of charmed baryon production in ep col-
lisiona. Previous Monte Carlo studies had predicted that an integrated luminosity
of at leaat 6. l ±4. l pb would be required toobserve a signal for the Af in ep colli-
sions using this decay channel (84). However, the technique used to determine this
estimate did not fully exploit particle Identification.

The acceptance of the \ is not yet known for ZEUS, and so no cross-section
is calculated. With knowledge ofthe acceptance, and higher statistics, one could de-
termine the ratio of charmed baryon to channed meson production inep collisiona.
This would provide Information on the probability of producing a baryon in thehad-



Figur«5-11 SchematicforthfderayDg

ronization proceas. For example, one could make a comparison of the croaa-section
ratio:

tt (*/>-» D*)

udc
cu

(B-10)

which ia related to the probability of produdng a ud anti-diquark compared to a u
antiquark.

5.5 Observation of the D*

The D, is identified by ita decay:

D' ff-«)

aadepicted in Figure5-H. Thec quark decays to an« quark by emitting a virtual
W*, which couples to a n* in the final state. The ss pair form a $ meaon, which de-
cays predominantly to fC fC , with a wortd average branching fraction
BRft-»Ar*tf- ) = <49.1±0.6>* 1331. The + haa a relatively narrow width of
T = 4.43±0.05 MeV |33| compared toother vector mesona auch aa the p. The nar-
rownesa ia due in pari to the Iow Q-value of about 24 MeV for the decay + -» Ä* K~ ,
and also becauae the decay t -+ K* n~ x is Zweig-Buppreaaed, meaning that the decay
involves a three-gluon intermediate state.

The decay channel D* -*+** ischosen due toite relatively high branching-
fraction,withaworldaverageofBR(/>* ->t"* >= (3.6±0.9)%.Furthermore,mis-
identified particles from decays such aa D* -* K' K* x' and A' ~*pK x* can cause

n = J494 ± 2 1 7

moss - 1019.6 ± 0.2 MeV

P = 6.0 ± 0.7 MeV

Flgure 5-12 K+fC Invariant Ma&s Distribution.

the D and Ae to fake a aignal in the /), maas region; this is referred to an a rtflec-
tion. The contributions from other decay modes are greatly reduced by cutting ncar
the maas of the t reaonance.

5.5.1 Reconstruction of the Decay $ —> K4 K*

To reconstruct the *, paire of oppoaitely-charged trackaare selected which are
conaistent with coming from a common vertex, have a minimum K likelihood as-
aignment of 0.01, and have pr>0.2. The resulting invariant mass spectrum is
ahown in Figure5-12. Because the reconstructed mass reaolution and intrinaic
width of the ^ are oomparabte in magnUude, a Breit-Wigner line shape and a
aecond-order polynomial background are fitted to the data. The fit yielda 3494 ±217
candidates at a measured maaa of 1019.610.2 MeV. The fitted maas ig in good
agreement with the accepted value of 1019.413 ±0.008 MeV [33].



Figure 5-13 Schematic for the angle cosfl^ in the decay D* -» *n*.

6.5.2 Reconatruction of the Decay D* —> t n*

ThedecayD* ->*** is ri-constructed by selecttng fC K~ candidatea within
±10 MeV of the nominal tmass; the fitreaults tndicate that thiscutretainsapprox-
imately 86% of the $ signal. These candidates are combined with all remaining
trackshavingpr>0.3 GeV. Inaddition.each Df candidatemusthavepj-(ö,) > 1.2

GeV and pr(D,) /EJ? > 0.08, (see Section 5.2).

A further cut is made on the helicity angle, cos8K, of the fC in the <> real
frame with respect to the x1 direction (see Figure 5-13). Since the decay is from a
pseudoscalar particle J (D,) =0" to a vector J (^) = l" and paeudoscalar
J (n) = 0 , the decay angle of either kaon with respect to the it1 direction is ex-
pected to behave aa cos QK. This behaviour is in contrast to the background distri-
bution, which isconstantin cos6A-. Acut ismadeat IcoaBJ >0.3, which reducea the
background by 30% and results in a loss in signal of about 3%.

The resulting invariant mass spectrum is shown in Figure 5-14. A Gaussi a n
aignal with variable mean, width, and normal i zation, and an exponential back-
ground are fitted to the data. The fit resulta give 401 ± 76 candidatea with a mea-
sured mass of 1.978 ± 0.004 GeV, in reaaonable agreement with the accepted value

of 1.9685 ±0.0006 GeV 133).
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Flgure 6-14 Obseruation ofthe D,.

This is the first observation of the D, in tp collisions.



Chapter 6

Analysis of Charmed Hadrons

6.1 The Separation of D°/D° Signals.
An asymmetry in the production rate of the D meson compared to the D

anti-meson can test the predictions of the string model for hadronization, äs out-
lined in Section 1.5.1. Experimentally, the D is identified by the charge of the K'

in the decay D° -»K'ft*.

From the 966 i 106 D"/D candidates shown in Figure 5-6, the correspond-
ing Separation into meson and anti-meson is illustrated in Figure 6-1. In this figure,
the D meson combinations are marked by solid points, while the u anti-meson
combinations are marked by open points. A Gaussian with varying mean, width,

and normalization, along with an exponential background, are fitted to each set of
data, and the fitted curvea are superimpoaed with a solid line for the D combina-
tions and with a dashed line for the D combinations. The fit reaults give the num-
ber of candidates to be:

N (D°} = 486 ±74 (t-w

AT(D°) = 489±67. (*i)

which corresponds to an asymmetry, using Equation( 1-34), ofAl£ = -0.3110*.

This result may be compared to the PYTHIA Monte Carlo prediction using
LUNDstring hadronization. From a sample of 21584 «p -t D XMont« Carlo events,

withpr(D°) > 1.4 GeV, 9945 eventa are found tocontain a D meson at the gener-
ator level, while 11639 events are found to contain a u . This Separation resulta in
a Monte Carlo prediction of a D°/D asymmetry oM*C = -7.85±0.01%.

N(DO ) = 486 ± 74
N(DObor) - 489 ± 67

l.t 1.7 U l.* l 1.1 2J
KXmau(GeV)

Figur« 6-1 Separation into D",D Signals. Tht dark points represent D°

combinations, and the dashed points reprtsent D combinations.

Checkaare madefor any biaain the CTD reconstruction of positive and neg-
ative track candidatea, which might affect the D°/Ö reault. Reconstnicted track
candidates from a sample of 1994 photoproduction data, selected with

(£-p.) <30 GeV.areplottedin Figure 6-2. Negative track candidates are indica-
led by a solid line, and positive tracka are indicated by a dashed line. The distribu-
tion in track hits after truncation is shown in Figure 6-2 (a), which indicates a slight
eicesa in the number of hits assigned to positive tracks compared to negative tracks,
for tracks with 36 or more hits after truncation. This asymmetry in the number of

hita could arise from the deviation of the Lorentz angle in CTDcells(Section 2.2.1),
resulting from the lower-than-design value of the magnetic field of 1.43 T, instead
of 1.8 T. However, a reduction in the number of hits for long tracks should not bias
the overall asymmetry, becauae the tracks are still reconstructed, although with

fewer hitfl. The distribution in transverse momentum of positive and negative recon-
structed tracka ia shown in Figure 6-2 (b), and the charge asymmetry between the
positive and negative tracks in Figure 6-2 (c). For reconatructed tracks with

PT> l GeV, thelargest asymmetry obaervedof negative tracks over positive tracka



Negative tracks

Positive tracks

Figure 6-2 A comparixm of positive and negativ* reconatructtd CTD tracks. The
vertical axes in (a) and (b)give the numberofrvconstructedtrack candidates. The
asymmetry betuwtn the number of positive and negative reconstructed tracks äs a
function of transverse momentum ia giuen in (c).

ia approximately -3.5%. The charge asymmetry h äs been checked usingsingle muon

tracks in the CTD (85]; the study concludes that there is no significant bias in the
reconstruction of positive over negative tracks.

Previous measurements of the D /D asymmetry include a value of
-2.0± 1.5% fromE-687andavalueof-3.8± 1.5% from E-691, aa described in Sec-

tion 1.5.1.

With i n the s tat ist i es of the 1994 ZEUS data, the asymmetry for D°/D pro-
duction.in the kinematic ränge pT(D ) > 1.4 GeV, ia in agreement with the predic-
tion from PYTHIA Monte Carlo using LUND string fragmentation.

6.2 The Ratio of D„ to D° Production

The ratio of O, to D° produdion may be sensitive to the level of atrangeness
suppression in the hadronization process, äs described in Section 1.5.3. The obser-
vationsof charmod hadrons, in Section 5.5, uaealloftheavailable 1994 ZEUS data;
however, tomeasurelheD, toD ratio a restricted sample of the data isc hosen. The

- f

*J fj *J »7 U M l

Figur« ft-3 7V« D fragmentation »pectrum in data (points) and Monte Carlo (line
histogram).

restricted sample aimplifiea the caiculation of the acceptance, defined äs the number
of events from a Monte Carlo sample which are reconatructed alter all cuts, divided
by the number of events generated in a specific kinematic ränge. To ensure stable

trigger conditions, only the runs with e'p colliaions are taken, äs the energy scale
of the CAL-FLT in 1994 was uncalibrated before those runs. To aimptify the efficien-
cy caiculation, the trigger slots are restricted to FLT 43, (Section 5.1.1), SLT HFL
03 (Section 5.1.2), and the TLT Heavy Flavour 66 Filter (Section 5.1.3). In addition,
noisy calorimeter cella are suppressed, äs described in Section 4.3.

6.2. l The Restricted D° Sample

To improve the signal-to-noiae ratio for the D stgnal, shown in Figure 5-6,
additional kinematic cuta are applied. The fragmentation function of charm quarks
is peaked towards higher values of the fragmentation variable z (Section 4.6) than
the distribution for lighter quarks (Section 1.5.2). Figure 6-3 shows the distribution
in the variable z, from Equation (4-25), for data from the TLT Sampling filier (Sec-
tion 3.5), plotted äs points, compared to D Monte Carlo data, plotted äs a line his-
togram. In this figure the number of events in the data ia normalized to the number
of Monte Carlo events. The difference in the distributions suggests a cut al

z (D ) > 0.15; this iadrawn aaa vertical line in the figure. Informingff* «* combi-
nationa, the cuts on the transverse momentum of each track are relaxcd to be



K

flgur«6-4SchematicfortheanglfQDin thedecay D -»ff R*, viewtdin the fr
rest frame.

PT(K) > 0.9 GeV andpT(Jt) >0.9GeV, while the cut on pT(D ) > 3.0 GeV is un-
changed. The polar angle of the meson ia restricted to the region -1.5 < t) (D ) < 1.0.
Tlie meaaured hadronic centre-of-masa energy must lie within 100 < W < 300 GeV;
the Iower limit ia due to FLT acceptance, and the upper value ia the kinematic limit

In the rest frame of the D , which is a spin-0 particle, the K decays isotropi-
cally. If the D ia part of a jet from a fragmentingr quark, the Jet produces back-
ground tracks, mostly pions, which tend to peak at values ofjcoBÖp)« l, where 8D

is the angle between the D boost direction and the K~. This is illuatrated in
Pigure 6-4. The background is peaked at low anglea due to its limited pT compared
to that of the K- and Ä* [86]. A cut at |cos9p| < 0.3 significantly reduces the back-
ground.

The selection for the restricted D° signal is aummarized in Table 6-1. The re*
aulting signal with these cuts is shown in Figure 6-5. A Gaussian signal, having
varying mean, width, and normalization, along with a aecond order polynomiat
background, are fitted to the data. The fit results give 344 ± 46 candidates having a

FLT 43, SLT HFL03, TLT bb

p r(D°)>3.0GeV

>0.9 GeV

>0.15

>0-2

|cos9B|<0.3

Table «-1 Summary ofthe restricted cuts for the D°.

fitt«d masa of 1.851 ± 0.004 GeV, and a fitted width of 0.028 ± 0.003 GeV.

6.2.2 The D° Acceptance

To calcutate the ZEUS acceptance for the reconstruction of the decays
D° -*K~Kt. U -*K*K~, a sample of 21584 tp -*D°X Monte Carlo events was
generatedwithpr(D°) > 1.4 GeV. Of theae events, 1937 correspond to the kinemat-
ic ränge pr(D°) > 3.0 GeV, -1.5<Ti(D°)< 1.0, and 100<«/<300 GeV. The füll
sample of eventa was passed through the ZEUS detector and trigger Simulation, and
the cuts described in Section were applied. The resulting signal is shown in
Figure 6-6. A Gaussian with varying normalization, mean, and width, and a secon-
d-order polynomia) background are fitted to the data, giving a fitted mass of
1.861 ± 0.003 GeV and a fitted width of 0.028 ± 0.003 GeV. The maas and width
from the Monte Carlo data are in good agreement with the values obtained from the
data in Section .The fitted numberof Monte Carlo eventa is 182 ± 15. From the gen-
erated number of events in the kinematic ränge described above, the acceptance is
determined to be:

A«(D°) = 0.0940 ±0.0076. p-i)

Thia acceptance Js uaed in the calculation ofthe crosssection in Section 6.2.5.
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Flgure 6-6 The if Monte Carlo signal after nstrifttd cuts.

6.2.3 The Reatricted D. Sample

The decay D, -» +K1 ia reconstructed uaing the same procedure in Section
5.5.2, but the kinematic ränge is reatricted to that used in Section for the D° sample.
In aummary, theae cuta are pT(D,} >3.0GeV, pr(D,)/fiJ-°">0.2, z (D,) >0.15,
and -1.5 < n (ö,) < 1.0. The track candidatea muat aatiafy pT(K) >0.5 GeV and

pr(x) >0.3 GeV, and the f mass cut of 1.01 GeV < masa(*) < 1.03 GeV ia ap-
plied. The cut on the helicity angle of the K' (Section 5.5.2) ia tightened to
jcosOJ > 0.5311 thia reduceathe background by approximately 53% while reducing
the aignal by about 15%.

The resulting aignal for the D, ia given in Figure 6-7. A Gauaaian and second
order polynomial are fitted to the data. The fit reaulta give 45 ± 15 candidatea, with
a fitted mass of 1.961 ± 0.006 GeV, and fitted width of 0.014 ± 0.004 GeV.

6.2.4 The D, Acceptance

To calculate the ZEUS acceptance for the reconatruction of ep -»/>* X, a
sample of 28441 D, Monte Carlo evenl« was generated, of which 2475 eventa corre-

spond to the kinematic ränge 100< W<300 GeV, pT(D.) >3.0 GeV, and
-\.6<r\(Dl) < 1.0. The füll sample of eventa was passed through the ZEUSdetector
and trigger Simulation. After application of the cuts described in Section 6.2.3, the
invariant masB distribution is for the aurviving eventa is shown in Figure 6-8. A
Gaussi an and aecond order polynomial background are fitted to the Monte Carlo

data.

The fit resulta give a fitted mass of 1.968 ±0.001 GeV and fitted width of
0.012±0.001 GeV. The maaa and width from the Monte Carlo data are in good
agreement with the reaulta obtamed from the data in Section 6.2.3. The fitted num-
ber of Monte Carlo eventa ia 183 ± 14. From the generated number of Monte Carlo
events, the acceptance is calculated to be:

Acc(D„) = 0.0738 ±0.0058 (*-4)

6.2.5 The Croas Sections for D„ and D° Production

To calculate a croaa-aection o for a given process, one uaea the form u l a:

,. N
LxBRxAcc
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Figur« 0-7 The D, Signal in dato with restticted cuts.

llf/ndf OM

«(Dl) • 1U ± 14

m((l*) »14M* 0.001 (MT

- 0.0« ± 0401 Off

13 tS
«•RUM (BM)

Flgure 6-8 Tht Dt Monte Carlo sample after restrictedcuts.

Reconatructed eventa />* -» $*?

Acceptance acc (D,)

BR(D* -»•«* )

BR<t-+Är/r )
Croes Section for «/» -» D) X

45 ± 15

0.0738 ± 0.0058

3.6±0.9%

49.1 ±0.6%

11.5 ±4.0 nb

Table 6-2 Determination o/~(Ae cross-section» for Dt production.

Reoonstructed events D0 -» ff x*

Acceptance acc (D )

BRIZ)0-»*:*')

Croes Section forep -tD X

344 ±46

0.0940 ± 0.0076

3.83 ± 0.12%

31.9± 5.0 nb

Table 6-3 Determination ofthe cross-sections for D° production.

whereN is the number of events observed, Lia the luminoaity, BR ia the branching

ratio of the decay proceas atudied, and Acc ia the acceptance. In thia analyaia, the
luminoaity correaponds to the "1994 ZEUS t*p nominal vertex data* liated in

Tab)e2-l, which ia 2.989±0.045 nb*1. Using the D° and D, Signals measured in

Section and Section 6.2.3, the acceptances calculated in Section 6.2.2 and Section

6.2.4, the CTOBS «ections Tor the procesa ep-tDX in the kinematic ränge

pr(Z>)>3.0GeV, 100<1V<300,-1.5<n(Z>)<1.0 i» determined to be 31.9± 5.0

nb. For the proceas tp -*Dj X in the aame kinematic ränge, the cross aection ia cal-

culated to be 11.5 ±4.0 nb. These calcutationa are «ummarized in Table 6-3 and

Table 6-2. The quoted error oftheae crora sections ia statiatical only; the syatematic

errors are determined in Section 6.2.6.

6.2.6 The Systematic Errors for D, and D9 Production Cross
Sections

Systemattc errors in a croaa-aection measurement ariae from the uncertain-

ties in the luminoaity meaaurement, in the relevant branching ratios, and in the ac-

ceptance. To det«rmine the uncertainty in the acceptance for the D, and the D", a
aeriea of aystematic checka ia made.



The uncertainty in the absolute calorimeter energy acale is approximately
±3%. To aimutate thia effect, the energy scale ia varied in Monte Carlo data by ±3%,
and the acceptance for the D° and the D, is recalculated.

There is an uncertainty in the Monte Carlo modelling of the energy flow in
the fragmentation region of the proton remnant. An excess of depoaited energy iaob-
aerved in the forward region in data compared to Monte Carlo data {87], and thia
can affect the efficiency of the cut on the variable ET . To check this effect, the cut
on pr (£)/£" >0.2 is varied by its estimated resolution of ±2%, in both data and
Monte Carlo data, and the analysis repeated. The change in the number of D and
D, candidates ia determined äs a ratio of events in data compared to evenU in Mon-
te Carlo data.

To verify that the dependenc« of the D, acceptance on the 4> mass cut in data
isreproducedby Monte Carlo, thecutof 1.01 GeV < mass (») < 1.03 GeV i» varied
by ± I MeV. The change in number of Ö, candidates is computed asaratioofeventa
in data compared to events in Monte Carlo data

The uncertainty in the magnetic field measurement is estimated to be leaa
t h an 1%. The error on the luminosity measurement is 1%. The uncertainty in the
branching ratio of D* -»$1? is ±25%. The uncertainty in the branching ratio of
$-*fCK is ±1.2%, and the uncertainty in the branching ratio of D -»Ä-JI* is
±3.1%.

The contributions U> the systematic error are summarized in Table 6-4. ln-
c! u ding the systematic error calculation, the cross-sections become:

f) = 11.5±4.0(stat)±3.4(ayst) nb (

a(ep-tD°X) = 31.9±5.0(stat)±5.4 (syst) nb i

From these measurements the production ratio of/), toD is determined tobe:

Yj
— = 0.36 ± 0. H (stat) ± 0.09 (syat) i

o(ep

In calculating thia ratio, the correlated systematic errors in Table 6-4 cancel, and
only the contributions marked with a "*" are included. Thia ratio may be compared

Source

Calorimeter Energy acale ±3%

Vary cut on pT(D)/E*' >0.2 by ±2%

* Vary cut on m<*>) in data and MC by ±!MeV

Uncertainty in magnetic field measurement

»Uncertainty in BRIDj -»»it* )

* Uncertainty in BR(» -* K1 K )

* Uncertainty in BR(D° -» K n" )

Uncertainty in Luminosity Measurement

Total aystematic error on o (ö )

Tbtal aystematic error on a (D, )

* Total systematic error for ratio D,/D

Systematic Error

±4%

±16%

±1%

<1%

±25%

±1.2%

±3.1%

±1%

±16.8%

±30.0%

±26.2%

Ono

D", D.

D0. D.

D,

D°,D,

D.

ß,
D°

D°,D.

D"

D,

D°,D,

Table 6-4 Systematic errors for /)° and D, measurtmtnts.

to the Monte Carlo prediction of:

D* X)
= 0.220 ± 0.024

and the N A14/2 measurement (Section 1.5.3) of:

»M»

= 0.22 ± 0.07 ± 0.04

To eitract the value of the atrangeness suppreesion parameter, described in
Section 1.5.3, a atraight line ia fitted U> the data from Figure l-14, resulting in a fit-
ted slope of 0.748 ± 0.037. Using this slope and the ratio in Equation (6-8), the cor-
respondtng value of strängen«« suppression is:

Tp = 0.48 ± 0.18 (stat) ± 0.12 (syst) (tu)

Within errors, the value of strangcness suppression obtained is in agrcement
with the default LUNDsettingof ^ = 0.3. A plotof the ratio of Equation (6 8) and
the corresponding value of Y, from Equation (6-11) ia given in Figure 6-9. The
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Figure 8-9 The mtasurtd stränge nun suppnssion paramettr.

straight-line fit to Figure 1-14 is plotted äs adashed tine, while the predicted ratio
of Dt to D° production from the LUND model lies within two horizontal solid lines.

6.2.7 CroHfl Check» on the Ds Production Crosa Section

To check the croaa aection measured for a (tp -* D* X), a second independent
analyais was performed 188]. The same 1994 data sample and kinematic cuts wer«
used. This analysis differe in that no z-vertex cut is applied to the data offline. The
analysis also differa in thataümited mass window from 1.88 GeV to 2.1 GeV is used
to fit a Gaussian and exponential background to the D, invariant maaa distribution.

The resulting croBs aection from this second analysis is o (ep -*D* X) = 13.9 ±4.0
nb, where the error is statistical only. This cross section is in agreement with the
value obtained in Section 6.2.5.

6.2.8 The Comparieon of D, and D° Data to Monte Carlo

In order to verify that the Monte Carlo providea a good description of the data,
a comparison is made in the tranaverse-energy distribution of the Dm (/)°,D,) can-

didatea. The final sample ofD candidates ia divided into three bins ofpj, which are
3.0<pr(D) <5.5 GeV, 5.5<pT(O) <8.0 GeV, and 8.0 <PT(D) < 12.0 GeV. A

S»
2

(a)
(h)

II *» »I HO 1U IM III M* l» IM n* M»

Ffffure 6-10 Comparison ofD, candidates in data (solid points) to D, Monte Carlo
data (open trianglee).

Gaussian with a fixed mass and width, and a second order polynomial for the back-
ground, are fttted to the data in each momentum bin. The fixed mass and width re-
duce the statiatical error in the fit, and are taken from the fit reaulta in Section 6.2.3.

The same procedure ia repeated for Monte Carlo data, which were subjected to the
füll detector and Irigger Simulation and analysis cuts.

The distribution for the D, transverse momenta is given in Figure 6-11 (a),

in which the Monte Carlo events are normalized to the total eventa in the data. Data
are plotted äs solid pointa, while Monte Carlo data are plotted äs open triangles. The
corresponding distributions for the D candidatea from Section and D° Monte Carlo
data are given in Figure 6-11 (a). Both figures show a good agreement between the
data and Monte Carlo d«scription of the D transverae momentum.

A seoond comparison ia made in the hadronic centre-of-maas variable, W,
Equation (4-14), in twobina: 100 < W < 190 GeV and 190 < W< 300 GeV. The same
fit method used to oomparepf is performed, and the reaulta are given in Figure 6-11
(b) for the D, and Figure 6-11 (b). for the D°. Within the statistical errors, the
W-distribution in data ia well-reproduoed by the D Monte Carlo.
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Figure 6-11 Comparison of D° candidatts in dato (solidpointi)toD Monte Carlo
dato, (optn triangtes).

6.2.9 Comparison with Other Measurements of Strangeness
Suppression

In order to compare the measurement of strangenesaauppression intpcolli-

aions to that of other experiments, the effective centre-of-mass energy, </£,#, must
be estimated (see Section 1.4). For charm production in ep collisiona, it may be cal-
culated from [89]:

(Hfl

where pj- ia the transverse-momentum of the charm quark or anti-quark, which is
approximated by the reconstructed p-f of the charmed meson. The term me is the
cKarm quark maas, taken to be 1.5 GeV, and z is the fragmentation variable, de-
scribed in Section 4.6. Fram a sample of PYTHIA Monte-Carlo eventa containing
D-mesons with pfff})>3.0 GeV, the efiective centre-of-masa energy is eatimated to
be 10 + 4 GeV.

Using thia Information, the measured strangpness suppression parameter ia

plotted against Jl]^in Figure 6-12 (see also Figure 1-11). The value measured in ep
collisions lies within the ränge predicted by a logarithmic function of J&,ff (Equation
! 1-32)) fitted to the measurements from other experiments.

Flffure 6-12 Comparison ofthe measured strangeness suppression to the results of
other experiments.

6.3 Measurement of the Vector to Pseudoscalar
Ratio

As describedin Section 1.3.1, the production ratioof vector (apin-1) to pseu-

do8calar(apin-0) mesons is predicted tobe V/(V + P) = 3/4. Experimental)y, this

can be determined by combining Information from the ZEUS measurement of the

D* * meson, which is a charged, spin-1 counterpart to the D° meson.

The ZEUS measurement of the process ep-»D * X in photoproduction

(Q J<4 GeVa> in the kinematic ränge pr(D** ) >3.0 GeV, -1.5<n.(ö*' ) <: 1.0,

115 < W< 280 GeV results in a preliminary cross-aection of [90|:

<JPHP(ep-* D'* X) = 11.0±1.4(stat)± l.O(syst) nb <«-ii)

After reatricting the sample of D candidates measured in Section 6.2.5 to photopro-

duction, by removing eventa wilh a scattered electron in the final state, the kine-

matic ränge: pr(D°) >3.0 GeV,-1.5<n(D°)< 1.0, and 115<W<280 GfV is
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selected. The result i« a sample of 220 ± 37 candidates in the data, with an accep-

tance of 0.0948 ± 0.01)88. This cotresponds to a cross-section in photoproduction of:

(*p -* D (atat) * 3-4 (svat) nb

From the ratio of the t*o measurementa, Equation (6-13) and Equation (6- U), the

ratioofß * toß production is:

ft-iq

This is in good agreement with the observed ratio in eV (33) of 0.60 ±0.05, and

with asecond measurement in ep colUsions (91) of 0.41 ±0.09 ±0.10.

To convert the result in Equation (6-15) into the vector-to-pseudoscalar ratio,

one needs to calculate the term (92):

orflP(B *) + <*j,,(0 )

Herethe terms odtp(D ) andöd|j.(/> ) refer to the direct production croes-sections

from the charm fragmentation prooess c -> DX. To calculate the term ojir (D }, the

contribution of D production from the decay of the D must be excluded. In form-

ing this ratio, several aasumptions are made. The first assumption in that D and

D * mesona are produced with equal probability in charm fragmentation. The sec-

ond assumption is that charm fragmentation is the only mechaniam by which D 's

and D * 's are produced. The third assumption is that D mesona original« either di-

rectly from c-»D Xor from decayaof the D and the D ,and thereia no contri-

bution from higher spin states. The relevant decays and branching ratioa are:

D"° -*D°X, BR = 100% (»i7)

DS-»DV, BR = (68.311.4)% »i«

With these aasumptions, the total number of D mesona produced will be:

n lD°) = o,.,(O*°) BR (D* -»D°X) + o,., (D*') BR (Dv-»ßV) +oj;.(ß0)

Thiagivesthe number of D mesona produced directly to be:

oitr(D°) = ow(D°)-a,o, (/?'

and so the ratio becomes:

„, (D** ) + Oiet (/>") - aral </>'' ) ( l + BR (/)*' -» D0«* t )

alel (D°) - altf (D* ) BR (D** -+ O%' )

l (••11)

Using the cross-section information given above, this ratio is determined to be:

Pv = 0.86 ± 0.20 (fltat) ± 0. 1 1 (ayst) »-*r,

This is in agreement with the value predicted from spin-counting, of 0.75, and the

meaaurementaintV of 0.71 ±0.19 by ARGUS |93),of 0.71 ±0.14 ±0.12 byCLKO

194] and of 0.686 ± 0.084 ± 0.077 ± 0.0084 by OPAL [92| (where the uncertainty due

to branching ratioa ia indtcated by the last term in the OPAL measurement). A com-

pilation ofmeasurements ofPy '" given in Figure6-13 [32] [92] |93] [94 1 (95| [96]
[97] 198] [99] 1100] [101].

This represents the first ZEUS measurement of the vector-to-pseudoacalar
ratio.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

The analysis in this thesis presents the firat complete set of observationa in

ep collisions of the api n-0 charmed mesonsD* and D , the charmed-atrange meaon
O* , and the charmed baryon A* , from 2.875 ± 0.043 ob'1 of data taken by ZEUS
in 1994.

The D meson is obaerved by reconatructing its decay D -> K1 «* B* , re-

sultinginaaampleof 88±32 candidates with pT(D ) >3.0. With increased statis-
tics, a meaaurement of the D production cross-section compared to that of the D
could be uaed to extract the vector-to-pseudoscalar ratio in hadronization.

The A* isobserved through its decay Aj -tpldf, A~ -*pjf*n~,re8ulting
in a sample of 107135 candidatea with pT(\) > IGeV. A comparison of the A*
production croes-section to that of the D can lest models of baryon production in

hadronization, such aa the probabilityof a diquarkanti-diquarkpair tun nelling out
of the vacuum.

The first measurement of the D /D asymmetry in ep collisions is given. By
reconatructing the decays D°-»K~K* and D -»/(V, a total of 966± 106 candi-
dates is observed. Of these candidatea, 486 ± 74 are found to be D meson« and

489167 D anti-mesona, based on the charge of the K* . The resulting asymmetry
At-t is determined to be -0.3±10 %. This is in agreement with the PYTHIA Monte

1/f*

Carlo predictionofA"0 = -7.85±0.01%.

The crosa section for the proceaa ep -»D X is measured to be
31.9 ±5.0 (stat)±5.4 (syst) nb in the kinematic ränge pr(D°) >3.0GeV,
100<W<300 GeV, and -1.5 < n<D°) < 1.0.

From a compariser of the production crosa-aectiona of the D° and D*± in

photoproduction (Q <4GeV ), the vector-to-pseudoacalar ratio in hadronization is

measured tobe Pv = 0.86±0.20 (statt ±0.11 (syst). This agreen with the value of

0.75 obtained from apin-counting.

The first observation of the D, in ep colliaions is presented, by reconstructing
the decay D* -^^ir* . The cross-section for ep-*D\X ia measured to be
11.6 ± 4.0 (stat) ± 3.4 (ayst) nb, in the same kinematic ränge ss the D .

From a comparison of the ratio of D, toD production tothe PYTHiApredic-
tion, the strangeneaa auppression parameter of the LUND string model ia deter-

mined tobeir, = 0.48±0.18 (stat)±0.12 (ayst). This result is in agreeement with
the default value of 0.3, determined from previous e*e~ experiments. The largest
source of ayatematic error in this meaaurement arises from the uncertainty in the

branching ratio BR(D* -»»K* ), which may decreaae in the future with a direct
meaaurement at DES [1021. The statiatical error on the D, measurement at ZEUS

wouldbe reduced to O(±109t tgiven an integrated luminoaity of approximately 30
pb . HERA should provide such integrated luminosity in the next few yeara.

Charm hadrons are found to be a useful tool to probe hadronization, and will
continue to be important in the search for the deconfined phase of QCD.
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B Glossary

RCAL Rear Calorimeter.

TLT Third Level Trigger.

TLTZGANA The offline TLT aimulation.

VCTRAK VXD and CTD Track reconstruction package.

ZARAH Zentrale Rechenanlage für HERA Physik.

ZGANA ZEUS Trigger Simulation for the FLT and SLT.

ADAMO ALEPH Data Model, a tabulsr data formst.

BCAL Barrel Calorimeter.

C5 A set of four scintillator detectors located around the beam pipe.

CAL Calorimeter.

CTD Central Tracking Detector.

CZAR Complete ZOANA Analysis Routinea, the combined ZEUS FLT,
SLT, and TLT trigger Simulation.

DAQ Data Acquisition System.

DESY Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, the German national high en-
ergy phyaica laboratory, in Hamburg, Germany.

EMC Electromagnetic section of CAL.

EVTAKE Offline event selection routine to reject evente or runs with faulty
component conditions.

FCAL Forward Calorimeter.

FNC Forward Neutron Calorimeter.

FUNNEL The ZEUS Monte Carlo Production Facility.

GFLT Global First Level Trigger.

HAO Hadronic section ofCAL

HERA Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage.

HERWIG Hadron Emission Reactions With Interfering Gluona, Monte Carlo
generator implementing the QCD cluster model for hadronization.

JETSET Monte Carlo generator using string fragmentation.

LPS Leading Proton Spectrometer.

LÖND University in Sweden, the tund model' refers to the atring frag-
mentation model.

MOZART Monte Carlo for ZEUS Analysia, Reconstruction and Trigger.

PYTHIA A Greek oracle who provided ambiguous anawers; Monte Carlo im-
plementing the LUND string model for hadronization.

(1SI.T Global Second Level Trigger.
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